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The American RevolutAon

as Revealed in the Conteinporajry Poetry > 1775-1781>

The first period of the Revolution ended with

June, 1774, when acts were to go into effect changing the

government of Massachusetts. The culmination of this

period of constitutional struggle had been the Boston Tea

Party, the Boetonians* defiance of Great Britain. Parlia-

ment's response to this challenge, the Intolerable Acts

of April, 1774, was really a declaration of war against

the American colonies, although it was a year before the
1

first bloodshed at Lexington*

The second period began with Massachusetts 's

nullification of the acts of Parliament and it closed with

the Declaration of Independence, During this period, war-

fare was carried on only for the purpose of obtaining a

redress of grievances and without any design of bringing

about a political separation of the English people in

America from the English people in Britain, The main

place of combat during this period was New England and

Canada. The offensive against Canada failed, but the

colonial defensive fighting was successful. The fighting

began with perhaps the most colorftil battle of the war.

1, John Fiske, The American Revolution , vol. II.

Cambridge, 1893. p. 1»

S» Ibid., p. 2.





the skirmieh at lexington. The battle on the nineteenth of

April, 1775, marked the beginning of a new era in American

history, "As marking a break with Uie past, the beginning

of new things that have gone on progressing until now,

that day will always have a significance far beyond its
3

scale,**

This i>eriod also included the battle of Bunker* s

Hill, not so successful for the colonists, but famed in

poetry as well as history. Hugh Henry Brackenridge, a

democratic politician and judge, eminent for his social wit,

and chaplain in the army during the Revolution, was the

author of a drama, "The Battle of Bunker's Hill", written to

be recited by his pupils at his Academy on the Eastern
4

Shore of Maryland, The play contains poetry interspersed

with the prose. It shows the feelings of both sides during

the engagement, but we are more interested in the American

side. Act II, Scene 3, in a dialogue between militiamen in

the American camp gives the cause of the trouble - "It was

not the sum of the tax, but the principle that induced us to

resist. The tax on tea was but an entering wedge. Grant this

and all follows. It is the beginning of usurpation that

3, Allen French, The Day of Concord and Lexington .

Boston, 1925, p, 2,

4, Duyckinck, Cyclopedia of American Literature ,

vol, I, Philadelphia, 1877, p, 302,
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5
must be resisted. We get the feeling of pride of ne^ound

strength in the April skirmishes of 1775 as well as the

humiliation lingering in the hearts of the Bostonians

more vividly portrayed here in the poet's own words than

is possible in mere description:

•^0 arms, my countrymen, for sea the foe

Comes forth to battle, and would seem to try

Once more, their fortune in decisive war.

Three thousand, 'gainst seven hundred rang'd this day.

Shall give the world an ample specimen.

What strength, and daring confidence, the sound
6

Of Liberty inspires •'^^

After some retrospection, the battle is described

oat spiritedly in a poem, sung and acted by a soldier in

a military habit, with his fire lock. It is in the same
7

measure as a sea piece entitled "^The Tempest", The

British are described coming from a distance. Yifarren,

the commander, gives his men last minute directions:

'^Gallant souls and veterans brave

»

See the enemy Just landing

From the navy covered wave.

5. S. W. Patterson, The Spirit of the American Revolution .

Boston, 1915, p. 62.

6. Ibid . , p. 63

7» Duyckinck, 0£. cit . p. 303,.
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Close the wings - advance the center

Engineers, point well youx guns -

Clip the notches - let the rent air
8

Bellow to Brittania*s sons,"

The battle begins. It will be no use for the

"maids in virgin beauty blooming On Brittania's sea girt

isle" to wait longer for their lovers, for they are slain in

battle» But fortune begins to change and favor the unjust*

The turn of the tide was really due to the fact that the

British had practically all the powder supply, so the
9

Americans ran out of ammunition. But in spite of handicaps,

the Americans are shown keeping up their courage. The

commander again speaks to themr

"Behave this day, my lads, with spirit.

Wrap the hill top as in flame;

Oh, if we fall, let each one merit

' Immortalilyi^^ fame,

I^om this high ground, like Vesuvius

Pour the floods of fire along.

Let not, let not numbers move us
10

We are yet five hundred strong."

8, Stedman and Hutchinson, LlbJary
'

pf Amerieaa Literature , vol. 3, Benjamiii

t 1894, p-391
9, French, ag» c^ * P» 25.

10, Stedman and Hutchinson, o;^. cit , p, SqL;,
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The Americans' left wing is surroiznded in

"^flooda of liquid fire, by Howe*s troops." They are

outnumbered five to one. The brave Warren is killed.

Warren's last speech is noteworthy in its intense en-

thusiasm for his cause, and is interesting in contrast to

the growing indifference tov/ard personal £reedom in the

world today:

"A deadly ball hath limited my life.

And now to God, I offer up my soul

But oh, my countrymen, let not the cause

The sacred cause of liberty, with me

Faint or expire* By the last parting breath

And blood of this, your fellow soldier slain.

Be now adjur'd never to yield the right.

The grand deposit of all-giving heaven.

To man's free nature.

Weep not for him who first espoused the cause

And wishing life, have met the enemy

In fatal opposition. But rejoice -

For now I go to mingle with the dead.

Great Brutus, Hampden, Sidney and the rest

Of old or modern memory, who liv'd

A mound to tyrants and strong hedge to Icings^

Bounding the inundation of their rage;

Against the happiness and peace of man,

I see these heroes where they walk serene.

By crystal currents, on the vale of Heaven,
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High in fall converse of immortal acts.

Achieved for truth and innocence on earth.

Illustrous groupi They beckon me along

To ray my visage with immortal light.

And wind the amorinth around my brow»

I come. I come, ye first born of true fame
11

Fight on my countrymen. Be FREE, be FREEl"

The Americans' other leader, Gardner, is also

slain, and finally, under the leadership of the aged

Putnam, they are forced to surrender, intending to fight

again when they can be more equally matched.

The Declaration of Independence was finally

ratified by all except New York on July 4th, 1776, the

most famous date in our history.

The colonies had a provisional flag with

thirteen stripes for the colonies, but still with the

cross of St. George in the corner, already on New Year's
12

day of 1776. All over the country the Declaration was

received with bonfires, with the ringing of bells and

the firing of guns, and with torchlight processions,

A parody on an ode published in the Town and Country

Magazine in 1774 appeared in '^Freeman's Journal '^ or

Hew Hampshire Gazette , published at Portsmouth, a

fearless supporter of the colonies. This paper' s every

11. Patterson, op . cit . , pp. 64-65.

12. Fiske, op. cit ., vol. I, p. 172,
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issue contained some urgent appeal, filled with hope

and encouragement for those who were struggling for their

"rights and religion". The parody was entitled

"Independence" and was published just a month before they

declared their independence. The poem is in sympathy

with the coming declaration:

"PreemenI if you pant for glory»

If you sigh to live in story.

If you burn with patriot zeal;

Seize this bright auspicious hour.

Chase those venal tools of power,
13

Who subvert the public weal,"

Signing this Declaration was as decisive a step

as crossing the Rubicon. It cleared the air and made

everyone take a stand on both sides of the Atlantic.

In America the Tories and rebels became sharply differ-

entiated. The Declaration was at first a symbol around
14

which the patriots gathered. Although everyone in the

colonies was not yet ready for the Declaration of

Independence, as the only way self-government could be

preserved, it was not the work of an unscrupulous and

desperate minority, ishich throu^ intrigue mingled with

violence, succeeded in forcing the reluctant majority
15

to sanction its measures.

13. Moore, op . cit .. p. 139.

14. Mugzey.op. cit . » p. 82.

15» Fiske, vol. 1, op. cit. »p. 195.
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An interesting sample of the poetry directly

caused by an event or document is a paraphrase in verse

of the Declaration of Independence* The author is

unknown. There are two cantos in this continuation of

"Hudibras'** It begins in the familiar strain:

"When in the course of human things

All subjects may desert their kings.

And thus becoming disaffected

Break bonds lay which they were connected

Assuming 'mongst the powers of earth

An equal rank to which their birth

The laws of heaven and nature

Intitle every human creature^

Respect when men are thus inclined

For the opinions of mankind

Requires they should the causes tell

That have induced them to rebellion."

But the Congress which issued the Declaration

of Independence had an extremely difficult job on its

hands when it came to enforcing the Declaration, In the

first place, it had no real authority to draft men for

the army. It had to ask the states for men, and the

states often asked the towns. The situation was vividly

portrayed by John Adams in a letter to his wife: "The

business I have had upon my mind has been as great and

important as can be trusted to man, and the difficulty

and intricacy of it is prodigious. When fifty or sixty
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men have a constitution to form for a great empire at

the same time that they have a country of fifteen hundred

miles in extent to fortify, millions to arm and train, a

naval power to begin, an extensive conmerce to regulate^

munerous tribes of Indians to negotiate with, a standing

army of twenty-seven thousand men to raise, pay, victual,
16

and officer, I really shall pity those fifty or sixty men."

The very spirit of liberty in the country was

a hindrance rather than an advantage since the people

were loath to admit the authority of any long-established

government. It so happened the executive power in most

states, that is, the governors, were usually Tories.

On the other hand, public meetings, cornnittees of corre-

spondence and committees of safety, aided by the legis-

latures, had brought about the Revolution. "Consequently^

there was a strong tendency to regard executive authority
„17

as a foe to liberty, and to limit it as much as possible.

The Continental Congress was prevented from taking full

authority by the private interests of some of the members

and a prejudice against dictatorial government. Conse-

quently, Congress merely appointed cornnittees for special

purposes and frequently gave them authority only to report.
18

not to act.

Id. Louis C, Hatch, The Administration of the American

Revolutionary Army . New Yoric, 1904, p. 18.

17. Ibid., p. 19» 1. 16.

18. Ibid., p. 19^ 1. 28.
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This much propaganda had to be used to make men join the

army. The poets of the day lent encouragement in the

newspapers and broadsides. Would anyone be induced to go

to war by this poem by Dr. Jonathan Sewall, a lawyer of

Hew Hampshire, written a month after the Declaration?

On Independence .

"Come all you brave soldiers, both valiant and free.

It's for Independence we all now agree.

Let us gird on our swords, and prepare to defend

Our liberty, property, ourselves and our friends.

In a cause that's so righteous, come let us agree.

And from hostile invaders set America free.

The cause is so glorious we need not fear.

But from merciless tyrants we'll set ourselves clear.

George the Third of Great Britain, no more shall he reign.

With unlimited sway o'er these free states again.

Lord North, nor old Bute, nor none of their clan,
19

Shall ever be honored by an American,'^

Whether or not this poem induced many people

to go to war, the defiance and devotion expressed in these

verses are excellent examples of the spirit of the times
20

in Tudiich they were written. The faith expressed in the

sacredness of the Americans* cause and the idea that the

English were cruel tyrants are quite typical.

19* Moore, 0£. cit . , pp. 144-145.

20. Ibid., p» 144. .
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Dr, Sewall also wrote "The Epilogue to Cato" in

1778, After philosophizing on the similarity of human

nature in every age, he ends with the stirring appeal:

"Rise then, my countrymeni for fight prepare.

Gird on your swords and fearless rush to war

I

For your grieved country nobly dare to die

And empty all your veins for liberty

No pent-up Utica contracts your powers.

But the whole boundless continent is yours."

There was the more sinqple or less flowery type

of appeal in such papers as the Freeman* s Journa.1 or

the Kew Hampshire Gazette , of Ti4iich Benjamin Dearborn

was the printer* An axaciple of this is the "War Song"

originally printed on a music dieet with the "Liberty

Song", It begins:

"Hark, hark, the sound of war is heard.

And we must all attend;

Take up our arms and go with speed

Our country to defend.

Our pleasant homes they do invade.

Our properly devour;

And all because we won' t sulsnit

To their despotic power*

Then let us go against our foe.

We'd better die llian yield;
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We and our sons are all undone,
21

If Britain wins tlie field."

This poetry is gentle compared with that of

Philip Freneau's. Freneau, "the poet of the American

Revolution", is known for his bitterness, vituperative
22

outbursts, keen satire, and rancor of patriotic expression,

Freneau was always in intimate contact with the events of

the day. He contributed much verse and prose to the

Freeman* s Journal during the war. Perhaps the one reason

for his bitterness was his experience as a prisoner on

a British ship in 1780, but his earlier poems were none

too gentlei for example, his "To the Americans" called

forth "by General Gage's proclamation that the provinces

were in a state of rebellion and out of the King*s protection".

This poem contains an appeal to arms.

"To arms I to armsl and let the murdering sword

Decide who best deserves the hangman's cord.

Uor think the hills of Canada too bleak

When desperate Freedom is the prize you seek.

For that, the call of honor bids you go

O'er frozen lakes and mountains wrapt in snow;

No toils shall daunt the nervous and the bold.

They scorn all heat or wave congealing cold.

21. Moore, op . cit » , pp. 115-116,

22* Patterson, op . cit . , p. 70.

22» Philip Freneau, Poems of Philip Freneau ,vol. 1,

Princeton, 1902, p. 185»

23
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Haste to your tents in iron fetters bring

These slaves that serve a tyrant and a king;

So Just, so virtuous is your cause, I say.

Hell must prevail if Britain gains the day."

When the first enthusiasm had worn off, and

things in the army looked very discouraging as to "both

provisions and number of defeats, in 1778 Preneau wrote

another poem, "America Independent", to bolster up the

morale of the army and encourage people once more to take

up the cause.

"AmericansI revenge your country's wrongs;

To you the honour of this deed belongs.

Your arms did once this sinking land sustain.

And saved these climes ^ere Freedom yet must reign.

Your bleeding soil this ardent task demands.

Expel you thieves from these polluted lands.

Expect no peace till haughty Britain yields.

Till humbled Britains quit your ravaged fields -

Still to the charge that routed for returns

The war still rages and the battle bums

As dull debates, or tedious counsels know

But rush at once, embodied on your foe

With hell-bom spite a seven-year's war they rage

The pirate Goodrich and the ruffian Gage

5

Your injured country groans while yet "Qiey stay,

24. Ibid. , p. 187.
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Attend her groans and force their hosts away;

Your mighty wrongs the tragic muse shall trace

»

Your gallant deeds shall fire a future race;

To you may Icings and potentates appeal

You may the doom of jarring nations seal;

A glorious empire rises, bright and new
25

Firm be the structure, and must rest on you,**

The most interesting poem containing a call to

arms appeared in a Philadelphia paper in 1777. It may be

read three different ways. First, let the whole be read

in the order in which it was written. The Revolutionary

cause is condenmed. Second, read the lines downward on the

left of each comma in every line; third, in the same

manner on the right of each comma. The Revolutionary

cause is encouraged and lauded in these last two readings*

The poem is as follows:

"Harki harkl the trunqpet sounds, the din of war's alarms.

O'er seas and solid grounds, doth call us all to arms;

Who for iCing George doth stand, their honors soon ^all shine.

Their ruin is at hand, who with the Congress join.

The Acts of Parliament, in them I much delight,

I hate their cursed intent, who for the Congress fight.

The Tories of to-day, they are my daily toast

They soon shall sneak away, who independence boast;

Who non-resistance hold, they have my hand and heart.

May they for slaves be sold, who act a Whiggish part,

25. Ibid. . pp. 281-282.
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On Mansfield, Horth and Bute, my daily blessings pour.

Confusion and dispute, on Congress evermore.

To north and British lord, may honors still be done,
26

I wish a card or block, to General Washington."

The examples of appeals to arms are too numerous

to be mentioned, but we can obtain a fair idea of their

sentiments from the poems quoted above.

Somehow enough soldiers were mustered to carry

on the war. The second period drew to a close and ended

with the Declaration of Independence. The net military

result of these years, 1774-1776, was the freedom of Hew

England, except the island of Newport, from the presence

of the British, It ended the attacks on the southern

states for more than two years.

"The essential feature of the third period,

comprising the years 1776 and 1777, was the struggle for

the state of New York and the great natural strategic

line of the Mohawk and Hudson Eivers. Independence having

been declared, the United States and Great Britain were

now fighting each other single handed, like two separate

and foreign powers* It was the object of Great Britain

to conquer the United States, and accordingly she struck

at the commercial and military center of the confederation,

26* Wm» L. Stone, Ballads and Poems relating to the

Burgoyne Campaign , Albany, 1893, p, 73,
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If she could have thoroughly conquered the state of Uew

York and secured the line of the Hudson, she would have

broken the confederation in two, and mi^t perhaps

have proceeded to overcome its different parts in detail.

Hence, in this period of the v;ar, everything centers about

New York, such an outlying expedition as that of Howe

against Philadelphia having no decisive military value

except in its bearings upon the issue of the great central

conflict. The strategy of the Americans was mainly

defensive though with regard to certain operations they
E7

assumed the offensive with brilliant success."

The period began inauspiciously with the

disasters of Fort Washington and Long Island! The

patriot poets naturally did not celebrate these events

disastrous to the hero of the Americans - Washington.

The summer, autumn and winter following the bold Declaration

of Independence were extremely discouraging. Y«ashington

was forced to retreat after his defeats at White Plains

and Harlem Heights into Pennsylvania and to take a

position behind the Delaware* Paine ri^tly called this

period "the times that try men's souls". i(y December 13,

with Lee*s capture, there was widespread gloom throughout

the country. There was only a handful of men left in

Washington's army and their terms of service were soon

to expire. Conditions were so bad that it was feared

£? Fiske, 0£. oit .. vol. II, pp. 3-3.
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that the niiole army would disperse in a fortnight. The

people of Philadelphia were in a panic and even began

hiding their raluahles and moving their wives and children

into the country. Congress, frightened, moved to

Baltimore, Lord Howe had issued a proclamation offering

pardon to any who would swear an oath of allegiance to

the king in sixty days* This weeded out the fair weather

patriots. In the course of ten days, nearly three thousand

people, many wealthy and with social prestige, took
28

advantage of the offer, "The desperate state of the

patriots' cause during the six months follcwing the

Declaration seemed to justify the prophetic taunt of the

Tories that the Americans had cut their own arteries in

severing themselves from the British, empire and would soon

repent the repudiation of a benevolent king. Bleeding

feet, tattered coats, and empty stomachs were poor agenta

of reconciliation or moderation. The patriots ibo did not

desert under such trials were triply steeled in their
29

determination to confound all traitors," The British

considered the war practically over. Howe went up to

New York for Christmas to celebrate his having been made

a Knight Commander of the Bath, and sent most of his army

from New Jersey to take Newport, thinking a remnant of it

sufficient to crush Washington, This remnant consisted

28. Fiske, 0£. cit,, p, 228.

29. Mu25zey, op . cit ., p. 82.
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mostly of Hessians under Donop and Rahl and a few

Scotchmen under Grant* Cornwall is actually packed his

belongings, intending to sail back to England ri^t

after the Christmas festivities were over.

The future of America rested on Washington.

If he, too, had been overcome by defeats and treachery,

the war probably would have been over. But his iron will

saved the country. Fortunately, he was reinforced by

Sullivan and Gates whose troops raised his army to 6,000

men. He conceived a plan to revive the drooping spirits

of his countrymen *h4 and confound the enemy. Just when

they were sure of victory.

The story of the working out of this plan is one

of the best-known and loved stories of the Revolution.

Washington Grossing the Delaware has been celebrated in

art and stories of heroes for children as well as in the

poetry of the period. Washington had planned to cross the

Delaware in three divisions and then overwhelm the British

center at Trenton. But on Christmas, the day chosen for

the attack. Gates' troops, who were supposed to cross at

Burlington, gave up because of the huge masses of floating

ice in the river* Ewing, who was to cross directly

opposite Trenton, did not even try. But Washington was not

such a quitter. Although he knew the others had failed,

he determined to go on wL th his 2,500 men. "The great

blocks of ice, borne along swiftly by the powerful current,

made the passage extremely dangerous, but Glover, with his
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skillful fishermen of Marblehead, succeeded in ferrying

the little army across wiiaiout the loss of a man or a

gun» The passage took more than ten hours, and after

they safely reached the other side a nine mile march in

a blinding storm of snow and sleet had to be made* Thej

arrived soon after sunrise, swept the streets with their

guns, and soon forced the 1,000 Hessians to surrender.

Two Americans had been frozen to death on the march and
30

two were killed in action."

Many songs, odes, epigrams, and pasquinades

about this battle appeared during the war. Even the

Loyalists wrote about it, but their productions are too

profane and corrupt to print. One scng commemorating the

battle was modelled after the Earl Dorset's lyric "Fire

of Love", which was very popular at this period of the

Revolution. The author is unknown. The poem is too

sing-songy to be really effective, but is one of the best

of its kind.
The Battle of Trenton .

"On Christmas day in seventy six.
Our ragged troops Tiri.th bayonets fix'd
For Trenton marched away.
The Delaware seel the boats belowl
The lights obscured by hail and snow.
But no sign of dismay.

Our object was the Hessian band.
That dared invade fair freedom' s land
And quarter in that place.
Great Washington, he led us on.
Whose streaming flag, in storm or sun
Had never known disgrace*

30. Fiske, 0£. cit .. vol. 1, pp. 228-231.
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In silent march we pass'd the ni^t.
Each soldier panting for the fight.
Though quite benummed with frost.
Green, on the left, at six began.
The right was led by Sullivan,
Who ne*er a moment lost*

Their pickets stormed, the alarm was spread.
The rebels risen from the dead
Were marching into town.
Some scamper' d here, some scamper' d there
And some for action did prepare.
But soon their arms laid down.

Twelve himdred servile miscreants.
With all their colors, guns, and tents*
Were trophies of the day.
The frolic o'er, the bright canteen.
In centre, front, and rear was seen
Driving fatigue away.

Now, brothers of the patriot bands.
Let's sing deliverance from the hands
Of arbitrary sway.
And as our life is but a span.
Let's touch the tankard while we can.
In memory of that day." 5L

The sequel to the story is equally pleasant

from the American point of view. Washington defeated

three British regiments at Princeton. Cornwallis came

rushing back to protect his stores at Hew Brunswick, but

Washington outwitted him and recovered New Jersey in a

ten days' campaign. This was the most critical action of

the war, since it meant life, not death to the American

cause. It was the one great military achievement in
3E

Washington's career.

"The Jerseys", a parody on the "Watery God",

was also occasioned by the Americans' success at Trenton

31» Moore, op . oit . , pp. 150-152.

32* Muzz^ey, op. cit . p. 90*
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and Princeton. It was published a short time after

those victories, and soon hecame a favorite* This is a

much more flowery poem than the simple narrative of

"The Battle of Trenton", and contains classical

allusions and references to the Gods.

"As Mars, great god of battlesi lay»
In dalliance soft and amorous play.
On fair Bellona's breast;
Surpris'd he rear'd his hoary head.
The conscious goddess shook with dread.
And all her fears confess' d«.

loud thunder roll'd through Heaven's dcmain.
The ethereal world was wrapt in flame.
The god amazed spoke:
Go forth, ye powers, and make it known*
Who dares thus boldly shake my throne.
And fill my realms with smoke

•

The gods, obsequious to his word»
Sprang swiftly forth t' obey their lord.
And saw two hosts away;
The one, great Washington, was thine;
The other, Howe's disordered line.
In sorrow and dismay.

Appalled they view'd Columbia's sons*
Deal death and slaughter from their guns.
And strike a dreadful blow.
Which made ill-fated British slaves.
On distant shores to find their graves.
And sink to shades below." 33

Naturally, the success would be an inspiration

to re-enroll and for new men to enlist in the army. This

was the circumstance described in "General Sullivan'

s

Song". General Sullivan was in Washington's troop that

crossed the Delaware.

The other important campaign in this period

33. Moore, 0£. cit . , pp. 156-157»
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of the war was the New York or Burgoyne Cainpaign, By

May 1777 Washington had 11,000 soldiers with the spring levies.

A brilliant canrpaign was being organized against him

though. Burgoyne, the popular and successful British

Major-General was to bring 8,000 troops down from Canada

via Lakes Champlain and George to Albany where he was

to be joined by Sir Henry Clinton coming up the Hudson,

Simultaneously, Colonel Barry St. Leger was to make a
34

diversion, by way of Oswego, on the Mohawk River.

Howe was to go up the Hudson from New York; thus the

British would be cut off New England, the hot bed of

the rebellion, and America would be helpless. But

fortunately for us Howe went south to Philadelphia in-

stead, leaving only 6,000 men in New York under General

Clinton. Bven though he defeated Washington at

Brandywine and Germantown, and thus gained Philadelphia,

it was better for us, since he probably would have saved

the Burgoyne Campaign had he gone north.

In carrying out this plan, Burgoyne set sail

from England in June with one of the best equipped armies

that had ever left the shores of England. He went up

Lake Champlain, after having forced the evacuation of

Crown Point, Ticonderoga and Fort Anne. While in Camp

Ticonderoga at Crown Point on Lake Champlain he issued a

proclamation on July 4, 1777, as a prelude to his operations.

34.
Stone, 0£. cit , , p. 2,
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This proclamation was intended to terrorize the Americans,

but it was BO pompous » grandiloquent, bombastic and

haughty that it had the opposite effect and becaime the

subject of ridicule and derision. According to Stone

»

Governor Livingston of New Jersey wrote a parody of the

proclamation in Hudibrastic verse. Moore attributes the

parody to Francis Hopkinson, but, as Stone is more of a

specialist on Burgoyne ballads, he is probably right. At

any rate, John Holt, an old and highly respected editor

of Uew York City, published it in his newspaper, the

Gazette in Poughkeepsie, under the title "Pride Goeth

before Destruction, and a Haughty Spirit before a Fall".

The poem does indeed start out haughtily.

"By John Burgoyne and Burgoyne Joiin, sir.
And grac'd with titles still more higher.
For I'm lieutenant-general too.
Of Georgie's troops both red and blue»
On this extensive continent.
And of Queen Charlotte's regiment
Of eight dragoons the colonel.
And governor eke of Castle Will*"

After seven lines more of this boasting, Burgoyne says:

•*And all my titles to display,
I'll end with thrice et cetera."

He goes on:

"The troops consign' d to my command.
Like Hercules to purge the land.
Intend to act in combination
With th' other forces of the nation."

He tells how cruelly the "rogues" have treated the loyal

Tories, "by perverting law and reason". He made a

magnificent boast of the nuniber and strength in his army
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and described in formidable terms the body of savages

with which he was going to exterminate them.

"By such important views they're preset to
I issue this, my manifesto.
I, the great knight of de la Mancha»
Without Squire Carleton my sancho.
Will tear you limb from limb asunder.
With cannon, blunderbuss and thunder;
And spoil your feathering and your tarring;
And cagg you up for pickled herring
In front of troops as spruce as beaux*'*

The troops deserved the description "spruce as beaux" since

they looked on the lAiole expedition as a kind of picnic

and during the whole march, clothed in their best uniforms

in most dandified fashion, they escorted the ladies of

the party through the forest quite gallantly. He offered

to spare those who were neutral and those who "calls all

congresses rebscallion". But if anyone hides food from

his army, palls his bridges down or tries to block his

progress in any way, he threatens:

"I will let loose the dogs of Hell,
Ten thousand Indians, who shall yell.
And foam, smd tear, and grin, and roar.
And drench their moccasins in gore;
To these I'll give full scope and play
Prom Ticonderog to Florida;
They'll scalp your heads, and kick your shins.
And rip your guts, and flay your skins.
And of your ears be nimble croppers.
And make your thumbs tobacco stoppers," 35

From Ticonderoga, Burgoyne and his troops worked

down to Fort Edward, cutting a road through the forest

and bridging swamps instead of using the water carriage

at Lake George. This gave Schuyler time to gather the

yeomanry together in spite of Burgoyne *s Proclamation,

35, Stone, 0£. cit . , pp. 7-15.
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or, perhaps, even because the proclamation had aroused

their ire, Schuyler had no trouble getting recruits,

the local farmers and baclcwoodsmen flocking to his lines

to harass Burgoyne* Washington sent up reinforcements

from the south under Morgan, These troops were sufficient

to check Burgoyne at Bennington, Gates stopped him at

Bemus Heights, nine miles south of Saratoga, at

Schuylerville , New York, Burgoyne tried to extricate

himself from this perilous position* An indecisive battle

was fought on September 19, On October 7, however, the

British were completely routed, Burgoyne left his sick and

wounded to the mercy of Grates and retreated to Saratoga,

He ran out of provisions here. Stark advanced upon him

from the north, and he could not escape in any direction,

80 he surrendered on October 17, 1777, "This event was

the turning point of the Revolution, It secured the

French alliance, and lifted clouds of moral and financial

gloom that had settled on the leaders, even the hopeful
36

Washington." This campaign, successful for the Americans,

was also the subject of many ballads and poems,

John Trumbull, one of the best known poets of

the Revolution, wrote a keen satire on the Revolutionary

period, "M*Fingal", The fourth canto, "The Vision of

Judgment", contains an interesting description of the

New Englanders* flocking to Schuyler's standard in this

campaign.

36, Ibid., p. 3.
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"Then toward the north I turned my eyes.
Where Saratoga's heights arise.
And saw our chosen veteran band
Descend Itlce terror o'er the land,
T' oppose this fury of alarms.
Saw all New England wake to arms.
And every Yankey full of mettle
Swarm forth like bees at sound of kettle.
Hot Rowe, vfcen Tarquin raped Lucretia,
Saw wilder must 'ring of militia.
Thru all the woods and plains of fight.
What mortal battles filled my sight.
While British corses strew' d the shore.
And Hudson ting'd his streams with gore.
?/hat tongue can tell the dismal day.
Or paint the parti-colored fray;
When yeomen left their fields afar
To plough the crimson plains of war;
When zeal to swords transformed their shears
And turned their pruning-hooks to spears.
Changed tailor's geese to guns and ball
And stretched to pikes the cobbler's awl." 37

Then there is a character sketch of Burgoyne that

seems to fit him very well. It begins: "Behold that

martial Macaroni!" Burgoyne was really quite a fop, be-

longing to the Macaroni Club which was then producing a

sensation in England. The Macaroni were young men who had

gone to Italy and there picked up many vices and follies*

They formed a club in london in 177E, the particular

characteristic of which was the extravagance of its members

in dress. They wore huge knots of hair behind, very small

cocked hats and carried enormous walking sticks with long

tassels. Jackets, waistcoats and breeches cut very loose

completed the costumes. A la Macaroni became a synonym for

fashionable. Macaroni songs were composed and set to music*

One song closed with this stanza:

37. Ibid., pp. 16-18.
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"Five pounds of hair they wear behind
The ladies to delight, 01
Their senses give unto the mind
To make themselves a fright, 01
The fashion who does e'er pursue,
I think a simple toney;
For he's a fool, say what you will.
Who is a Macaroni." 38

Macaroni is used in this sense in Yankee Doodle,

to be discussed later*

But to go on vdth the Burgoyne character sketch:

"Compound of Phoebus and Bellona,
With warlike sword and sing song lay.
Equipped alike for feast or fray.
Where equal wit and valor Join;
This, this is he, the famed Burgoyne;
Who pawned his honor and commission
To coax the patriots to submission.
By song and dance secure obedience.
And dance the ladies to allegiance*"

This last line refers to Burgoyne 's playful remark on

embarking for America that he would dance the Whig ladies

to obedience, when their husbands would soon follow,

"Oft his camp muses he'll parade
At Boston in the grand blockade.
And well invoked with punch of arrack.
Hold converse sweet in tent or barrack
Inspired in more heroic fashion
Both by his theme and situation.
While farce and proclamation grand
Rise fair beneath his plastic hand." 39

We have had sample enou^ of Burgoyne proclamations.

They were instrumental in gaining for him the nickname

Sir Jack Brag. "Burgoyne, more frequently than any other

British officer, was the butt of continental wits. His

verses were parodied, his amours celebrated in the song of

38. Ibid . . pp. 20-21.

39. Ibid. . pp. 21-22.
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the mess-table, and his boasts and weaker points in his
40

nature caricatured in ballads as petite comedies."

An example is the camp song, "The Progress of Sir Jack

Bragg", which begins:

"Said Burgoyne to his men, as they pass'd in review,
Tullalo, tullalo, tullalo, boysi
These rebels their course very quickly will rue.
And fly as the leaves ' fore the autumn tempest flew,
Wlaen him who is your leader they know, boys I

They with men now have to deal.
And we soon will make them feel,
Tullalo, tullalo, tullalo, boysl
That a loyal Briton* s arm and a loyal Briton's steel
Can put to flight a rebel as quick as other foe, boysl
Tullalo, tullalo, tullalo •
Tullalo, tullalo, tullalo-o-o-o, boysl" 41

"Burgoyne 's Defeat", from an old pamphlet, is

in the form of Burgoyne' s soliliquy yritien faced with utter

defeat or surrender and his final decision to surrender.

The poet compares the two armies:

"For it is commonly reported in fair England
That the sight of one Briton will make ten Yankees run -

The report of a cannon will make Yankees fly,
E*en were they as numerous as stars in the sky.

But alasl by experience I find it is false;
For of the two, Yankees are better than us;

They can fi^t with great valor in the open field -

Take them in the forest, then Britons must yield." 42

"The Fate of John Burgoyne" tells of Burgoyne »s

gay start in England:

"Through all the crown he smiled and bow'd
To every blooming beauty,"

Then it describes his coming over here, spreading Proclamation,

40. Ibid . . p. 27.1. l-6»

41. Ibid., p. 27.

42. Ibid., pp. 30-31.
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and being surrounded ty the "Sons of Freedon" and being

forced to surrender. Next, it tells of St. Clair's

retirement at Ticonderoga, and mentions Arnold and
43

Gates who defended St. Clair's conduct.

"Saratoga Song", known during the Revolution

as the "Horth Campaign", "Gates Song"» and "A Song for

the Red Coats", is also a narrative in more detail of

the campaign, reminiscent of "The Battle of Trenton" in

its simplicity of style.

A different kind of poem, "The Capture at

Saratoga" is almost a statistical table. Its style is

very unusual.

"Here followeth the direful fate
Of Burgoyne and his army great.
Who so proudly did display
The terrors of despotic sway.
His power and pride and many threats
Have been brought low by fort'nate Gates,
To bend to the United States

•

British prisoners by convention, - - - 2442
Foreigners by contravention, ----- 2198
Tories sent across the lake, ----- 1100
Burgoyne and his suite in state. 12" 44

Freneau, in "America Independent" describes

"Burgoyne 's Advance and Fall"* This poem contains much

more vituperative language than the others. He says of

the army:

43» Ibid., pp. 32-34.

44» Ibid., p. 35.
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"So vile a crew the world ne'er saw "before.
And grant, ye pitying heavens, it may no more.
If ^osts from hell infest our poison' d air.
These ghosts have enter' d these base bodies here,
Murder and blood is still their dear delight -
Scream round their roots, ye ravens of the nightl" 45

He wished bitter fate on Burgoyne, that he be

left where nature is the rawest and the least mild.

The Reverend VSIheeler Case, of Pleasant Valley,

New York, wrote four poems inspired by the Burgoyne Campaign.

The first, "St. Clair's Retreat and Burgoyne's Defeat",

is in rather pompous style. St, Clair, with only three

thousand troops, was supposed to guard Ticonderoga, but

when confronted by a superior foe, retreated, leaving

Mt. Defiance in Burgoyne's hands. He was much criticised

for this at the time and Case was not sympathetic, but

it was decided later that he had done the best thing

after all, he had saved his army. The poem then burlesques

a Burgoyne proclamation in which the British commander

asks for submission. After much gloom and even deserting

the axmy. Gates comes and saves the dsQ^ for the Yankees.

Case's second poem, "The Fall of Burgoyne", is

much shorter. There is nothing original in it.

"An Answer for the Messengers of the Nation"

is also in more flowery style. It describes God's part

in helping the Americans.

His "First Chapter in the Lamentations of Burgoyne"

is in the same style and contains nothing original.

45» Ibid., p. 40.
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Robert Dinsmore wrote a "Short Review of

Burgonye's Expedition", which starts with the reasons

for the war and then describes the expedition from the

point of view of a man on the field.

The Burgoyne Ballads end appropriately enough

with three epigrams, more "snappy" llian the preceding

poetry.

"In seventeen hundred and seventy-seven.
General Burgoyne set out for Heaven;
But, as the Yankees would rebel.
He missed his route and went to Hell."

This one was current in Vermont for years after the

Revolution. The next one was inspired by the battle of

Saratoga:

"Burgoyne, alasl unknowing future fates.
Could force his way through woods, but not through

GATES."

The last one, frcnn the London Evening Post describes the

fall of our commanders:

"Gage nothing did, and went to pot;
Howe lost one town, another got;
Guy nothing lost, and nothing won;
Dunmore was homewards forced to run;
Clinton was beat, and got a garter.
And bouncing Burgoyne catch' d a Tartar;
Thus all we gain for millions spent
Is to be laugh' d at, and repent." 46

Britain repented to the extent of sending

commissioners to the Continental Congress with proposals

for mutual adjustment of their difficulties. In fact, she

offered to give the colonists everything tSiey asked for

before 1776, including repeal of the Tea Tax and the

46» Ibid., pp. 66-68.
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Intolerable Aots* The only thing she was not willing

to grant was Independence* Britain was probably partly

persuaded to take this step by the fact that France

at this time openly offered to aid the Americans. England

did not want the war to extend to oliier countries

against her. England's terms were couched in such a

conciliatory and plausible way that many colonists were

willing to accept them. The poets took sides in the

controversy. This poem, from the farce Independence ,

published in the Riyington Royal Gazette , October E4,

1778, shows the conciliatory point of view:

"Let Washington now from his mountains descend
Who knows but in George he may still find a friend
A Briton, although he loves bottle and wench
Is an hones ter fellow than a parlezvous French.

Derrydown, etc»

Our great Indepedence we give to the wind
Any pray that Great Britain may once more be kind
In this jovial song all hostility ends
And Britons and we will forever be friends.

Derrydown, etc." 47

Another poem of this sentiment, "The

CongratulatLon", argues for conciliation by describing

the wretched state of the country in 1778 under the

present conditions.

"What now is left of continental brags?
Taxes unpaid, though payable in rags.
What now remains of continental force?
Battalions mouldering, waste without resource.
What rests there yet in continental sway?
A ruined people ripe to disobey;
Hate now of men and soon to jest
Such is your state, ye monsters of the west.

47, Duyckinck, 0£. oit . > p. 472.
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Yet must on every face a smile be worn
Whilst every breast with agony is torn.
Hopeless yourselves, yet hope you must impart
And comfort others with an aching heart.
Ill-fated they, who, lost at home mast boast
Of help expected from a foreign coast
How wretched is their lot to France and Spain
Who look for succour, but who look in vain." 48

Rivington's Royal Gazette published "A Fable",

warning the Americans against the French alliance in 1778,

The colonists are compared with the frogs who became

restless under the rule of the logs. The author gets in

a crack about the Americans in the stanza,

"Great Jove," they croaked» "no longer fool us.
None but ourselves are fit to rule us;
We are too large, too free a nation.
To be encumbered with taxation.

We pregr for peace but wish confusion
Then, right or wrong, a-revoluti onl
Our hearts can never bend t' obey;
Therefore, no kings-and more we*ll pray."

The frogs form an alliance with the Stork

who in the end devours his allies viaen he gets hungry.

To be sure, no one will miss the point of the poem. It

ends:

"Can love for you in him take root.
Who's Catholic and absolute?
I'll tell those croakers how he'll treat 'em;
Frenchmen, like storks, love frogs - to eat 'em." 49

But these poems did not have the effect desired

by their authors. The Americans were not to be so easily

led from their purpose. Congress immediately published

48, Ibid ., p. 472.

49» Moore, op . cit ., pp. 237-240.
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an address exposing the plan of the royal commissioners

and promised the patriots the brighest prospect of

success when they could finally establish their liberty

and independence. This address did have the desired effect,

as the people continued the war against Britain, with

Prance's help. "^The Gamester", adapted to the tune,

"A late worthy old Lion", describes Congress's feelings

in a readable way:

"West of the old Atlantic, firm Liberty stands

I

Hovering Fame just ali^ted, supported by bands
Of natives free born, who loud echoing sing,
7/e'lL support our just rights 'gainst tyrannic kings.

Caral-laddy - caral-laddy, etc.

Jack, thinking of cribbage, all fours, or of put.
With a dexterous hand, he did shuffle and cut.
And when likely to lose - like a sharper they say -

Did attempt to renege- I mean, run away.

But watch' d so closely, he could not play booty.
Yet to cheat he fain would, for George - 'twas his duty;
A great bet depending on that single game;
Dominion and honor - destruction and diame.

The hau^ty great George then to peace is now prone;
A bully when matched soon can alter his tone;
'Tis the act of a Briton to bluster and threaten;
Hang his tail like a spaniel, vben handsomely beaten.

Charge your glasses lip high, to brave Washington sing.
To the union so glorious the whole world shall ring;
May their councils in wisdom and valor unite.
And the men ne'er be wrong, who yet so far are ri^t," 50

50, Ibid., pp. 191-194.
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There were many more peoms of this sentimBnt*

These transactions were a prelude to the fourth period

of the war. Much had been accomplished in the third

period just over. The British were in possessicm of

Now York, Philadelphia, and Newport. They held

Ticonderoga until after Burgoyne's defeat. They also had

to abandon the higlands of the Hudson, *.ich the

Americans now took over with a stronger force than ever

before. Thus, the British lost an army, gaining nothing

in exchange except the ground on which they were actually

encamped. Their efforts to break through the center of

the American position had been entirely futile, and the

discerning minds began to see how small a chajice they had
51

of being able to conquer the United States.

Another result of this period was the French

alliance made on February 6, 1778. l^om 1778-1781 France

gave us all our naval strength, half of our land forces

and eciuipment and stores of great value. This alliance

with France also brought about a change in England's policy.

She became much more severe. She also changed her main

point of attack. Until 1778 all the fighting had been in

the New England states except the expedition against

Charleston, by Clinton, in 1776. After 1778 the fighting

all took place south of the Potomac. The British planned

to detach the lower states one by one from the union.

51. Fiske, op . cit . vol. II, p. 3.
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52
Savannah was taken Deceinber 29, 1779, Count D'Estaing,

of the Frency navy, with his fleet of twenty ships, had

reached the Georgia coast in early September, 1779» Soon

afterwards he planned with General Lincoln to make a

combined attack on Savannah. But delay and mismanagement

prevented these plans from being carried out, and the

allies were repulsed. Many severe and ironical ballads

about the event were soon written, naturally from the

Loyalist point of view.

"The Siege of Savannah" is typical. This

begins with a "huzza for the king and Prevost" then

proceeds to tell the story of the siege-

"With warlike parade.
And his Irish brigade.
His ships and his spruce Gallic host, sir.
As proud as an elf,
D^Estaing came himself.
And landed on Georgia's coast, sir.

There joining a band.
Under Lincoln* s command.
Of rebels and traitors and whigs, sir,
"Gainst the town of Savannah
He planted his banner.
And then he felt wonderous big, sir.

With thund'ring of guns.
And bursting of bombs.
He thought to have frighten' d our boys, sir.
But amidst all their din.
Brave Maitland push'd in.
And Moncrieffe cried, "A fig for your noise," sir.

Chagrined at delay.
As he meant not to stay.
The Count form'd his troops in the morn, sir.
Van, centre, and rear
March 'd up without fear.
Cock sure of success, by a storm, sir.

§£• Muzzey, 0£. oit . , p. 94.
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Though rude was the shock,
Unmov*d as a rock.
Stood our firm British bands to their works, sir.
While the brave German corps.
And Americans bore
Their parts as intrepid as Turks, sir.

Their muskets did rattle.
Fierce raged the battle.
Grape shot, it flew thicker than hail, sir.
The ditch fill'd with slain.
Blood dyed all the plain.
When rebels and French turned tail, sir.

Seel seel how they run!
LordI what glorious funi
How they tumble, by cannon mow'd down, siri
Brains fly all around.
Dying screeches resound.
And mangled limbs cover the ground, sir.

Scarce three thousand men.
The town did maintain,
"Gainst three times their number of foes, sir.
Who left on the plain.
Of wounded and slain.
Three thousand to fatten the crows, sir," 52

These figures are exaggerated, since the French

lost in killed and wounded six hundred and thirty-seven

men, and the Americans four hundred and fifty-seven. The
54

British lost only one hundred and seventy-five,

"A New Song**, originally in Rivington's

Gazette , is very similar in content and spirit.

As a result of the seizure of Savannah, the

British restored the old colonial government and declared

Georgia out of the rebellion.

53, Moore, op , cit. , pp. 269-27E,

54, Ibid,, p. 274,
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The British success continued* and in May of

the next year* 1780» they took Charleston, the leading

city of South Carolina, This victory was disastrous for

the Americans* Captain Ben Lincoln's 2,500 troops,

practically all the American army south of the Potomac,

were captured. This event was, as is to he expected,

the cause of many songs and poems. An officer in the

royal army wrote a song called "A Song about Charleston"*

set to the tune of the "^Watery God", It is not out-

standing in any way* A little of it will be sufficient

to show the style

;

"Zing Hancock (John) sat in regal state.
And big with pride and vainly great.
Address 'd his rebel crew.
These haughty Britons soon shall yield
The boasted honors of the field.
While our brave sons pursue*

Six thousand fighting men or more.
Protect the Carolina shore.
And Freedom will defend;
And stubborn Britons soon shall feel,
"Gainst Charleston, and hearts of steel.
How vainly they contend." 55

It then tells of the arrival of the British and of Lincoln's

surrender*

Feeling cocky with success, the British tried

to gain the interior of Carolina, but Ihey had not counted

on the patriotism of the backwoodsmen* A porti on of the

British army was practically exterminated at King'

s

Mountain, This battle at King' 8 Mountain marked the

55, Ibid., p. 293.^894.
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"joyful turn of the tide", as Burgoyne's defeat had been

called the turning point of the Revolution, The

importance of the King's Mountain victory was its demon-

stration of the fact that although the British could take

the coast cities, these enemies were incapable of subduing

the interior of which they were not in immediate possession.

The battle was the subject of numerous ballads. Since it

was so important, it might be well to quote a narrative

poem describing the action.

"'Twas on a pleasant mountain
The Tory heathens lay;
With a doughty major at their head.
One Ferguson they say.

Cornwallis had detach' d him,
A thieving for to go.
And catch the Carolina men.
Or bring the rebels low.

The scanip had rang' d the country
In search of royal aid.
And with his owls, perched on hi^.
He taught them all his trade.

But ahi that fatal morning.
When Shelby brave drew nearl
'Tis certainly a warning
That ministers should hear.

And Campbell, and Cleveland,
And Colonel Sevier,
Each with a band of gallant men.
To Ferguson appear.

Just as the sun was setting
Behind the western hills.
Just then our trusty rifles sent
A dose of leaden pills.

Up, up the steep together
Brave Williams led his troop.
And Join'd by Winston, bold and true.
Disturbed the Tory coop.
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The royal slaves, the rcyal owls.
Flew high on every hand;
But soon they settled - gave a howl.
And quarter' d to Cleveland*

I would not tell the number
Of Tories slain that day.
But surely it is certain
That none did run away*

For all that were a living.
Were happy to give up;
So let us make thanksgiving.
And pass the hright tin-cup.

To all the brave regiments.
Let's toast 'em for their health.
And may our good country
Have quietude and wealth. "56

After this, the patriot government of Georgia

was restored. But even with these successes, all was

not well with the colonists. They had no money, therefore,

they could hire no new troops, and mutiny broke out

among the old troops. Dejection and gloom settled over

the patriots. Greene's troops at Eutaw Springs in the

Hi^ Hills of Santoe in South Carolina were literally in

rags and sometimes even in "Adam's garb of foliage".

Their distracted conmander wrote, "Turn what way you will,
57

ruin is in every fonn and misery in every shape",

Henry Cabot Lodge describes the skirmish that took place

here fifty miles from Charleston as follows: "Coming

down frGm the Santee, Greene gave their united forces

battle at Eutaw Springs, where at first he carried all

before him, but his advance was checked by a party who

66* Ibid,, pp. 335-337,

57, Muzzey, op, cit, , p. 96,
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threw themselves into a brick house, and he was in a

second attack defeated* The total loss to the Americans

was over five hundred; to the British over fifteen hundred
56

men." Although this battle was not so important as

some, it gave rise to the most beautiful poem regarding

the war* This poem, "Eutaw Springs", somehow seems

elevated above the ordinary sing song narrative poem to

the heights of real poetic feeling for beauty, Freneau

laid aside all his bitterness and grimness in this poem

and called forth the gentler, more restrained and

temperate side of his nature. He named it, "To the memory

of the Brave Americans under Greneral Greene, in South

Carolina, who fell in the action of September 8, 1781."

"At Eutaw Springs the valiant died;
Their limbs with dust are covered o'er -

Weep on, ye springs, your tearful tide;
How many heroes are no morel

If in this wreck of ruin, they
Can yet be thought to claim a tear,

smite your gentle breast, and say
The friends of freedan slumber herei

Thou, who Shalt trace this bloody plain.
If goodness rules thy generous breast,
Si^ for the wasted rural reign;
Sigh for the shepherds, sunk to restl

Stranger, their humble graves adorn;
You too may fall, and ask a tear;
"Tis not the beauty of the morn
That proves the evening shall be clear.

They saw their injured country's woe;
The flaming town, the wasted field;
They rushed to meet the insulting foe;
They took the spear - but left the shield,

58. Patterson, op . cit . , p. 193.
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led by thy conquering genius, Greene,
The Britons they compelled to fly;
None distant viewed the fatal plain,
None grieved, in such a cause to die

But, like the Parthian, famed of old.
Who. flying, still their arrows threw.
These routed Britons, full as hold.
Retreated, and retreating slew.

Now rest in peace, our patriot band;
Though far from nature's limits thrown.
We trust they find a happier land,
A brighter sunshine of their own," 69,

The war was now drawing to a close. The New

England and Middle States were safe. Zing Louis of

France, in January, 1781, sent us Admiral De Grasse with

seven thousand men and two million francs. LaFayette,

the brilliant young French general, successfully held all

of Virginia except the eastern peninsula between the York

and James River at Yorktown against Comwallis,

It is strange that this French aid was not

commemorated in poetry, but the Americans must have pre-

ferred to think they did it all themselves. However, our

success at the Battle of Yorktown was due as much to the

French as to our own forces. While not giving material

aid, Spain, Holland, Russia, Denmark and Sweden all were

in sympathy with our cause and formed a League of Armed

Nautrality, Naval resources were employed more in this

battle than in the others, Cornwallis had retreated to

the eastern peninsula, from where his only naval help

could be fran Clinton in New York. Washington kept Clinton

59. Freneau, 0£, cit ., vol. II, pp. 101-102.
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anxious by several finesses to cover up his real strategy

in sending for the French fleet to guard the capes of

Chesapeake Bay, Then he and Rochambeau mardhed dovm to

the head of Chesapeake Bay. The French fleet, with

Du Barras, brought the siege artillery to them. Thus,

they had Comwallis in a trap, as the British navy could

not break through the French guard. So Cornwallis was

forced to surrender his army of 7^000 men on October 19,
50

1781. Comwallis 's troops had caused desolation and ruin

in the countryside through which they had passed on their

march up from the south. They were so numerous that the

"Yankees" could not stop them from going where ever they

pleased. Since these soldiers bitterly hated the "Yankees",

they caused much unnecessary damage and destruction of

life and property to the value of three million pounds

sterling. Consequently, the defeat and capture of these

marauders produced the strongest of emotions in the hearts

of the colonists, and the houses and streets of the villages

resounded with expressions of social triumph, exultation,
61

and joy. It was a happy occasion for the poets. Two

of their best efforts are "The Dance" and "Comwallis

Burgoyned". "The Dance", sung to the tune of Yankee

Doodle, commemorates the whole campaign of Comwallis in

America, and appeared soon after his surrender. As the

60. Muzzey, op . cit . , p. 98.

61. Moore, op . cit . . p. 366.
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name implies, the figures used are those of a country

dance.

"They ram"bled up and rambled dof/n,

Join'd hands, then off they ran, sir.
Our General Greene to Charleston,
The earl to Y/ilmington, sir.

Greene, then in the South, danc*d a set.
And got a mighty name, sir,
Comwallis jigg'd with young Fayette,
But suffered in hie fame, sir.

ITow housed in York he ehalleng'd all.
At minuet or all 'amande.
And lessons for a courtly ball.
His guards by day and night conned.

This challenge known, full soon there came,
A set who had the bon ton,
DeGrasse and Eochambeau, whose fame
Fut brillant pour un long terns.

And Washington, Columbians son,
Whom easy nature taught, sir.
That grace which can't by pains be won.
Or Plutus* gold be bought, sir.

Now hand in hand they circle round.
This erer-dancing peer, sir;
Their gentle movements, soon confound
The earl, as they draw near, sir.

His music soon forgets to play -

His feet can no more move, sir.
And all his bands now curse the day.
They jigged to our shore, sir.

Now Tories all, what can ye say?
Come - is not this a griper.
That while your hopes are dane'd away,
*Tis you must pay the piper." 6E

62. Ibid., pp. 363-366.
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"Cornwallis Burgoyned" has the same idea, telling how

self-confident Comv/allis was hafore he came and how

Washington fooled him. This poem is remarkable in that

it mentions France as helping:

••Then let us toast America,

And Prance in union with her;" 63

But even this is almost damning with faint praise.

Freneau*s poems on Cornvra.llis are more serious*

His "To Lord Cornwallis" begins:

"Hail, great destroyer (equalled yet by none)
Of countries not your master* 8, nor your own;
Hatched by some demon on a stormy day»
Satan's best substitute to burn and slay;
Confined at last, hemmed in by land and sea,
Burgoyne himself was but a type of theel" 64

His "Lord Cornwallis to Sir Henry Clinton" describes

Cornwallis *s predicament:

"Here cannons flash, bombs glance, and bullets fly;"

He makes a desperate plea to Clinton to come help himi

"Come with your ships to this disastrous shore,
Come-or I sink-and sink to rise no more;
By every motive that can sway the brave
Haste, and my feeble, fainting army save;" 65

"On the Fall of General Earl Cornwallis" gives an even more

horrible description of Cornwallis' s reign of terror than

Freneau*B earlier poems, and yet it does not overdo the

contemtporary estimate of Cornwallis:

63. Ibid.> p. 369

•

64. Freneau, op . cit » vol. II, p. 86,

65. Ibid., p. 90.
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"None e*er before essayed suoh desperate crimes.
Alone lie stood, arch-butcher of the times,
Rov*d uncontroul'd this vmsted country o'er.
Strewed plains with dead, and bath'd his jaws with gore?" 66

Freneau says €lL1 the horrible things he can

think of about Cornwallis, His poetry is more vivid than

most of the e<aitemporary poerty. He is the only poet

that gives much idea of the horrors of war.

^ come not, stranger, to our wasted fields,
For warlike hosts on every plain appear.
War damps the beauties of "ttie rising year:
In vain the groves their bloomy sweets display;
War's clouded winter chills the charms of May:
Here human blood the trampled harvest stains;
Here bones of men yet whiten all the plains;
Seas teem with dead; and our unhappy shore
Forever blushes with its children's gore," 67

Although there were no more big battles after

Cornwallis' s defeat at Yorktown, the trouble was by no

means yet over, as is shown in Freneau' s "A Picture of

the Times", contributed July 19, 1782, to Freeman's Journal ,

"Still round the world triumphant Discord flies.
Still angry kings to bloods contest rise;
Hosts bright with steel, in dreadful order plao'd.
And ships contending on the watery waste;
Distracting demons every breast engage.
Unwearied nations glow with mutual rage;
Still to the charge the routed Briton turns.
The war still rages and the battle burns;
See, man m th man in deadly ccmbat join.
See, the black navy form the flaning line;
Death smiles alike at battles lost or won -

Art does for him what Nature would have done," 68

66. Ibid., pp. 92-93,

67. Ibid. . p. 95,

68. Ibid . . p. 165.
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5y New Year*s day of 1783, however, Preneau

reflects a happier state of mind;

"According to custom, once more I appear
With the verse you expect at the dawn of the year:
For at length we have got into Eighty and Three;
And in spite of proud Britain, are happy and free»
If the times have been hard, and our commerce gone wrong.
We still have been able to strug^e along.
If some, through misfortunes, are slack in the purse.
It is not so bad but it mi^t have been worse.
Great things, the year past, were reveal 'd to our eyes:
The Dutch have confess' d us their friends and allies;
And humbled the pride of our haughty invaders.
By fighting their fleets and destroying their traders.
If the English succeeded in taking the Count,
To what, in the end, did their conquest amount?
With their boasts, and their brags, and their shouts of applau£
It but sav'd them from ruin - not ruined our cause." 69

These last poems mention the navy's part in the

war* These naval encounters did not seem to have much

direct connection with the course of the war, but the most

picturesque of them appealed to the poets. We will have to

go back again to the earlier part of the war for some of

these poems, "Bold Hawthorne", the surgeon's record of the

Cruise of the "Fair American," with Daniel Hawthorne as

commander, is one of the earlier of these. On August 22»

1777, the boat set out to sea.

"Bold Hawthorne was commander,
A man of real worth.
Old England's cruel tyranny
Induced him to go forth;
She, with relentless fury.
Was plundering all our coast.
And thought, because her strength was great.
Our glorious cause was lost."

All went well until they got to the Gulf of Florida, where

they met a British ship-

69» Ibid., p. 197.
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•^e gave her two bow-chasers.
And she returned the same."

They sprang their main mast so they had to give up the

chase. The next day the sea was too rou^ to continue

it. Then they went to Portugal irtiere liiey met another

British ship to whose side they were "grappled to her

chain",

"And now the scene it altered.
The cannon ceased to roar.
We fought Ydth swords and hoarding-pilces
One glass or something more.
Till British pride and &Lory
No longer dared to stay.
But cut the Yankee grapplings.
And quickly bore av/ay." 70

Three of the American crew were killed and ten wounded,

including the captain.

All of these poems describing naval encounters

are more or less alike. They all give the poet a good

chance to describe the beauty of the ocean and then a

fi^t.

Freneau^s "On the Death of Captain Nicholas

Biddle" describes the encounter between the British

"Yarmouth" and the American "Randolph", the aggressor.

This poem misrepresents the facts of the case. It falsely

says that the "Yarmouth" attempted flight after being

blown up, and it also says falsely that Biddle was killed

at the moment of victory. It also says that Biddle was

blown up near the Barbadoes in 1776, when it should have
71

said 1779,

70, Ste^dman and Hutchinson, op. cit.^vol. III, p, 359,

71. Freneau, ojo, oit . , vol, I, pp, 288-892,
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The victory of John Paul Jones was the first

really great event in our naval history. Freneau'e

•^Captain Jones' Invitation" describes the difficulty the

coimnander had in securing his crew, a task which re-

quired several months and much entreaty. This gets

rather far away from the subject indicated by the title,

becoming a more general poem. John Paul Jones' splendid

victory over the British off Flawborough Head on the

beautiful evening of September 23, 1779, was the cause

of many proud poems. One of these, "The Yankee Man-of-War",

is a stirring sea poem beautifully descriptive of the

sea and of old boats. The author is unknown.

"Tis of a gallant Yankee ship that flew the
stripes and stars.

And the whistling wind from the west-nor'-west
blew through the pitch-pine spars;

With her starboard tack aboard, my boys, she
hung upon the gale;

On an autumn night we raised the light on the
old Head of Sinsale.

It was a clear and cloudless night, and the
wind blew steady and strong.

As gayly over the sparkling deep our good ship
bowled along;

With the foaming seas beneath her bow the
firey waves she spread^

And bending low her bosom of snow, she buried
her lee cat-head.

What looms upon our starboard bow? What hangs
upon the breeze?

*Tis time our good ship hauled her wind abreast
the old Saltees,

For by her ponderous press of sail and by her
consorts four

We saw our morning visitor was a British
man-of-war.
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"Up spake our nolile Captain then, as a shot
ahead of us past -

"Haul snug your flowing courses^ lay your topsail
to the masti"

Those Englishmen gave three loud hurrahs from
the deck of their covered ark.

And we answered back by a solid broadside from the
decks of our patriot bark,

"Out boomsi out booms I
" our shipper cried, "out

booms and give her sheet,"
And the swiftest keel that was ever launched ^ot

ahead of the British fleet.
And amidst a thundering shower of shot with

stem-sails hoisting away,
Down the North Channel Paul Jones did steer just

at the break of day." 7a

Freneau was also inspired by John Paul Jones*

He wrote an interesting, but not outstanding narrative

poem, "On the Memorable Victory Obtained by the gallant

Captain Paul Jones, of the Good Man Richard, over the
73

Seraphis, etc., under the command of Captain Pearson."

A more vivid poem describing naval affairs and

conditions is Freneau *s "British Prison Ship". On May

£5» 1780, Franeau started from Philadelphia as a passenger

on the "Aurora", bound for Santa Cruz. The next day,

while off Cape Henlopen, the ship was captured by the

British frigate "Iris". Captain Hawkes and the crew and

passengers were sent to New York as prisoners. The

first canto of Freneau' s poem, "The Cs^ture", describes

the boat leaving port. They had been out just a day when

they saw another ship which caught up, attacked them and

72. Patterson, 0£. cit . , pp. 161-162.

73. Freneau, ojo. cit . vol. II, p. 75.
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finally forced Preneau's ship to surrender. Canto II, of

"The Prison Ship"» telle of the miserable conditions on

the British ship:

"^So much we suffer 'd from the tribe I hate.
So near they shovM me to the brink of fate.
When two long months in these dark hulks we lay,
Barr'd down by night, and fainting all the day
In the fierce fervours of the solar beam,
Cool'd by no breeze on Hudson's mountain-stream;
That not unsung these threescore days shall fall
To black oblivion that would cover alll -
No masts or sails these crowded ships adorn.
Dismal to view, neglected and forlornl
Here, might ills oppress the imprisoned throng.
Dull were our slumbers, and our nights too long -
Prom mom to eve along the decks we lay
Scorch' d into fevers by the solar ray;
Ifo friendly awning cast a welcome shade.
Once was it promis'd, and was never made;
No favors could these sons of death bestow
*Twas endless cursing, and continual woe;
Immortal hatred doth their breasts engage.
And this lost empire swells their souls with rage." 74

They are then transferred to an even worse boat, the '^Hospital'*

ship, after suffering more horrors:

'^Hunger and thirst to work our woe combine.
The mouldy bread, and flesh of rotten swine.
The mangled carcase and the batt'd brain.
The doctor's poison, and the captain's cane.
The soldier's musquet, and the steward's debt.
The evening shackle, and the noon-day threat." 75

"Down to the gloom I took my pensive way.
Along the decks the dying captives lay;
Some struck with madness, some with scurvy pain*d.
But still of putrid fevers most complain' di
On the hard floors these wasted objects laid.
There toss'd and tumbled in the dismal ^ade.
There no soft voice their bitter fate bemoan' d.
And Death strode stately, while the victims groan' d;

74. Preneau, vol. II, op, cit, p. 26.

75. Ibid., p. 31»
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Of leaky decks I heaxd them long complain.
Drown' d as they were in deluges of rain,
Deny'd the comfortfe of a dying bed.
And not a pillow to support the head -

How could they else but pine, and grieve, and sigh.
Detest a wretched life - and wish to die?" 76

After many more harrowing details, the poet finally calls

the Americans to revenge.

Freneau wrote a much shorter poem of an entirely

different type, "On the Late Royal Sloop of War General

Monk". The English had captured the Washington, taken

her to England for repairs and renamed her Monk. This

poem contains a rude jibe at the King:

"To shew that our king is both valiant and good.
Some guns shall be iron, and others be wood.
And, in truth, (though -l wish not the secret to spread)
All her guns should be wooden - to suit with his

head." 77

The future fate of this ship's big brother is

told in two more poems by Freneau. The"Hyder Ali"was

purchased by several citizens of Philadelphia and the

ccaamand given to Captain Barney; a crew of volunteers was

engaged and a commission of marque procured. In a week
78

the vessel was ready and sailed. Freneau wrote a poem

on "Barney's Invitation".

"Come all ye lads who know no fear.
To wealth and honor with me steer
In the Hyder Ali privateer.
Commanded by brave Barney."

He tells how good the boat is and how, sails flying, it

will beat their "proud foes".

7S. Ibid., p. 33.

77. Ibid., p. 143»

78. Ibid., p. 147.
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The end of the story is in the "Song on

Barney's Victory over the Ship General Monk"» Preneau

prefaced his narrative with the following introduotiont

"Mr. Baileyt

"Reading Capt. Barney's late gallant exploit
in your and other newspapers, I could not
restrain myself from scribbling the few follow-
ing stanzas relative to that affair and
descriptive not of what was really aaid or
done in the most minute particulars but of what
might be supposed to have passed in similar
circumstances.

Yours,

"Dover, April 26. 1788. RUSTICUS." 79

The narrative starts thus:

"O'er the waste of waters cruising.
Long the General Monk has reigned;
All subduing, all reducing.
None her lawless rage restrained." 80

Then Freneau tells how in her usual sock-sure way she

made the mistake of coming to Cape May to capture our

men of commerce. She met our fleet and decided to take

The Hyder Ali first, sure of success. The encounter is

described spiritedly:

"Then yard arm and yard arm meeting.
Strait began the dismal fray.
Cannon mouths, each other greeting.
Belched their smoky flames away:
Soon the langrage, grape and chain shot.
That from Barney's cannons flew.
Swept the Monk, and cleared each round top,
Killed and wounded half her crew." 81

79. Ibid ., pp. 149-150.

80» Ibid., p. 149,

81. Ibid. , p. 158.
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The Captain of the "General Monk", unable to rally his

forces, was forced to lower his flag. Thus the "battle

ended happily for the Americans.

"The South Carolina" is unusual in that it is

one of the few poems which describe an American defeat

written by an American. However, as it was a very one-

sided combat, the British having three ships carrying

ninety-eight guns and the Americans having only one ship,

of forty guns, the Americans felt no lack of merit on

their part. As a matter of fact, the British had to

chase the "South Carolina" for eighteen hours before

they could even get within firing distance, and then

they had a running fi^t of more 1han two hours. The

ballad commemorating the fl^t appeared in the Loyalist

papers, as a letter "from a dejected Jonothan, a

prisoner taken in the "South Carolina", to his brother

Ned at Philadelphia." The writer seemed to have rather

a good sense of humor, and apparently did not take the

battle very seriously, although he said:

"Oh Lordl what a sight -

I was struck with affright,
Fnen the Diomede's shot round us fell,
I feared that in spite.
They'd have slain us outright.
And sent us directly to h—1." 8E.

Even as late as 1788, the Americans were not sure of

victory, for a later verse of this poem says:

82» Moore, 0£. oit . p., 372.
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"The Congress must bend.
We shall fall in the end,
Por the curs'd British sarpents are tough;" 83

This whole last period was different from the

preceding periods in that, "instead of a well-aimed and

concentrated blow at the center of the American position,

it consisted partly of a straggling and disorderly

series of movements, designed simply to harass the

Americans and wear out their patience, and partly of an

attempt to conquer the Southern States and detach them

from the union. There was, accordingly, less dramatic

unity in this last stage of the war liian in the period

which ended at Saratoga, and it was less susceptible of

close and consecutive treatment; but, on the other hand,

in richness of incidents and in variety of human interest,
84

it was in no wise inferior to the other periods,"

The British finallyii^ seeing that it was

impossible to conquer us, reluctantly agreed to acloiowledge

our independence. The preliminaries of peace were signed

November 30, 178E, and on April 19, 1783, the eighth

anniversary of the battle of Lexington, Washington read

to his troops the proclamation of congress ordeiriLng the

cessation of hostilities. The disbanded soldiers went

back home, often begging bread on the way, to hang their
85

crude weapons over the mantles of their farm houses.

83. Ibid ., p. 374.

84, Fiske, op . cit ». vol. II, p. 4,

85» Muzzey, op . cit . , p. 102.
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Many poems, indicating the spirit of the

people, were written celebrating the heroes of the war

rather than describing any specific battle*

"Thanksgiving Hymn" serves the double purpose

of celebrating the end of the war and praising

Washington, It was originally intended to be sung on

the Thanksgiving Day» 1783, appointed to celebrate the

peace between the United States and Great Britain. It

is a fine specimen of the "patriotic hymns and psalms'* of

that period.

"The Lord above, in tender love.
Hath sav'd us from our foes;
Through Washington the thing is done.
The war is at a close*

America has won the day.
Through Washington, our chief;
Come let's rejoice with heart and voice.
And bid adieu to grief*

How we have peace, and may increase
In number, wealth, and arts;
If everyone, like Washington,
Will strive to do their parts.

Then let*s agree, since we are free.
All needless things to shun;
And lay aside all pomp and pride.
Like our great Washington.** 86

This exhortation to be like Washington illustrates the old

adage about imitation being the sincerest form of flattery*

Another poem, "^War and V/ashington" , by Jonathan

Mitchell Sewall, describes the great confidence the

patriots had in their armies under Washington:

86* Moore, 0£, cit . , pp* 376-377.
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•MTain Britons, boast no longer with proud
indignity.

By land your conquering legions, your
matchless strength at sea.

Since we, your braver sons incensed, our
swords have girded on.

Huzza, huzza, huzza, huzza, for war and
Washington.

*

The poet scorns England's mistakes and boasts childishly

that:

"Our children rout your armies, our boats
destroy your fleet.

And to complete the dire disgrace, cooped
up within a town.

You live the scorn of all our host, the
slaves of Washington.*

Dr. Sewall boasts that even if half of Europe should

come against us, Washington and Adams would defy them.

He pictures the patriots' great enthusiasm in these lines;

*'Should warlike weapons fail us, disdaining
slavish fears.

To swords we'll beat our plou^ shares, our
pruning-hooks to spears.

And rush all desperate on our foe, nor
breathe till battle won.

Then shout, and shout Americal and con-
quering Washingtoni 87

The Reverend Wheeler Case gives us the point

of view of the preachers, a very influential class in

those days, in the verses, "An answer to the Messengers

of the Nation", with a text from Isaiah, "What then shall

one answer the messengers of the nation? That Jehovah

hath founded Zion and in her shall the afflicted of his

people take refuge." The poet expresses the not un-

common feeling of the pulpit of those days toward General

Washington, who was looked upon as a deliverer under the

87, Stedman and Hutchinson, op. cit . , vol. 3, p. 388,
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protection of heaven, "The sword of the lord and Sideon",

The poem contains many Bibical allusions, and its theme is:

"When wonders great for Zion have been done,
God and his people went to war as one,"

Washington is ccsnpared to Joshua as a hero and man of God,

He continues:

"0 what a blessing to the States! it is our bliss.
Great Washington was raised for such a day as this."

God is decidedly on the American side in the war, help-

ing us in the New Jersey campaign. For instance:

"A storm of snow and hail the Lord sent down,
A blessed season this for Washington:
He now return'd, and thro' the storm he press'd.
And caught twelve himdred Hessians in their nest," 88

Why the snow and hail were a blessing for Washington is

not clear, but the poet seems to interpret them as such.

Many poets sang the praises of Washington, but

Freneau pays him one of the most elaborate tributes in

his **Verses Occasioned by General Washington's arrival in

Philadelphia, on his way to his seat in Virginia, December,

178S".

"He comesi - the Genius of these lands -
Pame*s thousand tongues his worth confess.
Who conquer' d with his suffering bands.
And grew immortal by distress:
Thus calms succeed the stormy blast.
And valour is repaid at last,

Washington! - thrice glorious name.
What due rewards can man decree -
Empires are far below thy aim.
And sceptres have no charms for thee;
Virtue alone has thy regard.
And she must be thy great reward.

88» Duyckinck, op, cit, , p. 471,
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"^In swelling verse let kings be read.
And princes shine in polished prose;
Without such aid your triumphs spread
Where'er the convex ocean flows.
To Indian worlds by seas embrac'd.
And Tartsir, tyrant of the waste.

Despising pomp and vain parade.
At home you stay, while France and Spain
The secret, ardent wish convey' d.
And hail'd you to their shores in vain:
In Vernon's groves you shun the throne,
Admir'd by kings, but seen by none.

For states redeem' d - our western reign
Restor'd by thee to milder sway.
Thy conscious glory shall remain
When this great globe is swept away.
And all is lost that pride admires.
And all the pageant scene expires." 89

This praise from Freneau is especially interesting when

one considers that later, ihen Washington was president,

Freneau, in combination ys&.th Jefferson, wrote very

abusive articles about Washington and his administration,

Washington was not the only hero to be made

the subject of poems. Many of the picturesque lesser

heroes were likewise celebrated in song, Nathan Hale, the

brave young spy, is the subject of a ballad bearing his

name and telling his story. The young captain was going

through the forest on his return from the enemies lines

on Long Island. He was caught by an enemy after being

warned by the thrush, so says the poet, and taken to the

cruel general. He was executed in five minutes.

89, Freneau, op . ell. t vol. II, pp. 225-E29
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"The faith of a martyr, the tragedy shew'd.
As he trod the last stage; as he trod the last stage.
The Britons will shudder at gallant Hale's blood.
As his words to presage, as his words do presage." 90

John Paulding, who after having escaped from

prison, captured the spy Major Andre on his way to Tarry-

town, is likewise celebrated. After telling to Paulding's

challenge to Andre and describing Andre' s futile plea to

Arnold and his execution, the ballad ends thus:

"A bumper to John Pauldingl
Now let your voices sound.
Fill up your flowing glasses.
And drink his health around;
Also to you young gentlemen
Who bore him company;
Success to North America,
Ye sons of liberty!" 91

General Greene, the gallant general of the

Southern forces, is the subject of one of the best tributes

to an American general. Again Preneau is the author. The

poem is entitled, "Stanzas Occasioned by the Departure of

the British from Charleston, December 14, 1782."

"Can she recall that mournful scene.
And not the virtues of a Greene,
Who great in war - in danger tried.
Has won the day, and crushed their pride.

Through barren wastes and ravaged lands.
He led his bold undaunted bands;
Through sickly climes his standard bore
Where never army marched before:

By fortitude, with patience joined,
(The virtues of a noble mind)
He spread, where'er our wars are known.
His country's honour and his own.

90. Moore, op . cit . , pp. 131-133.

91. Ibid., pp. 316-321.
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Like Hercules, his generous plan
Was to redress the wrongs of men;
Like him, accustomed to subdue.
He freed a world from monsters too*

Through every want and every ill
We saw him persevering still.
Through Autumn's damps and Summer's heat,
'Till his great purpose was complete*

Like the bold eagle, from the skies
That stoops, to seize his trembling prize.
He darted on the slaves of kings
At Camden plains and Eutaw Springs," 9Z

The Americans took &a much delight in deriding

the British generals as in praising their own. Freneau

wrote several character sketches of British generals,

"Greneral Gage's Soliloquy" shows Gage to be a rather

vacillating character whose heart is not in the war against

the Americans, but who feels that he must obey his king.

"As for myself - true - I was bom to fight
As George commands, let him be wrong or right.
While from his hand I squeeze the golden prize,
I'll ask no questions, and he'll tell no lies; -

But did I swear, I ask my heart again.
In their base ttrojects monarchs to maintain? -

Yes - when Rebellion her artilleiry brings
And aims her arrows at the best of kings,
I stand a champion in my monarch's cause.
The men are rebels that resist his laws," 93

Gage rationalizes himself out of fighting by saying that

his life is too valuable to be risked on the battle field.

The small side of his nature is shown in the lines:

"I'll send my ships to neighbouring isles, where stray
Unnumb'red herds, and steal those herds sway;
I'll strike the women in this town with awe.
And make them tremble at my martial law,"

92» Freneau, op . cit^,, vol, II, pp. 215-E16,

93, Freneau, op , cit . vol. I, pp, 153-154,
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He then thinks of the reward he would get if Britain

should be victorious. He goes into quite a tirade

against the Americans:

"But hark the trumpet's clangor - hark - ah mel
What means this march of Washington and Lee?"

Perhaps he has been deceived and the Americans are right

after all. If they win, he will certainly be in the wrong.

"Alasi that e'er ambition bade me roam»
Or thirst of power, forsake my native home -

What shall I do? - there, crowd and hostile bands;
Here, waits a navy to receive commands; -

I speak the language of my heart - shall I

Steal off by ni^t, and o'er the ocean fly»
Like a lost man to unknown regions stray.
And to oblivion leave this stormy day? -

Or shall I to Britannia's shores again.
And with big lies, conceal my thousands slain? -

Yes - to some distant clime my course I steer.
To any country rather than be here»" 94.

Gage had his wish and was relieved of his post

as the last royal governor of Massachusetts, in October,

1775, by Major General Howe, He was too narrow and

tyrannical to suit even the English, and in addition, was

Incompetent*

"General Gage's Confession" gives us still more

light on his character. This is supposed to be "the

Substance of his Excellency's last Conference with his

Ghostly Father, Father Francis, !!»

"Compassion - 'tis a stranger to my heart.
Or if it comes - unwelcome guest depart"

is the beginning of this outburst against Gage. Gage ad»

mite that

"This faultless country ne'er deserved my hate
Just are its pleas; unmerited its fate."

94. Ibid., pp. 154-167.
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There is an allusion to the scarcity of provisions in

the British camp during the siege of Boston. When

marauding expeditions returned with sheep and hogs the

victory hells were rung. Gage again rationalizes and

says that he is not responsible for this stealing of stock,

as his orders did not mention stealing sheep. One good

thing about Gage is that he will not accept the silly

excuses and explanations made by the Friar. He admits his

guilt and is ready to suffer the consequences. His heart

has not become so hardened that his conscience does not

torture him. These two poems really are more effective

recriminations against a British general than those later

diatribes against Cornwallis. By not exaggerating so much,

they seem more realistic.

The same method is used in "George the Third's

Soliloquy"* This is not so personal as the others. It

shows how desperate the king is in his desire to keep the

colonies:

"Is there a robber close in Newgate hemmed.
Is there a cut-throat, fettered and condemned?
Haste, loyal slaves, to George's standard come.
Attend his lectures when you hear the drum;
Your chains I break - for better days prepare.
Come out, my friends, from prison and from care.
Par to the west I plan your desperate sway.
There 'tis no sin to ravage, burn, and slay.
There, without fear, your bloody aims pursue.
And shew mankind what English thieifes can do."

George did not realize what he was undertaking when he

started the war. Now he finds all the nations his foes,

his people murmuring; his commerce dead, his army and navy
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gone to shreds* He curses the da^jr the war began and

his life in general and gives the impression of being
95

very unhappy.

"A Dialogue between his Britannic Majesty and

Mr. Foz", supposed to have passed about the time of the

approach of the combined fleets of France and Spain to

the British coasts, August, 1779, shows a much humbled

king asking Fox for advice. The minister reproaches him

for his boundless ambition and greed in starting the war

and admits France's superior strength. The king bemoans

his sad. friendless position. Fox does not seem afraid of

being frank with the king. He says to him:

"No inward image of the pov/er divine.
No gentle feelings warm that soul of thine;"

He then says the only way to save the throne and the country
96

is to make instant peace. We have the contrast between

the friend of America - Fox, and the foe - George,

Vignettes of English generals are drawn in

"The Midnight Consultations":

"First, Gage we saw - a crimson chair of state
Received the honour of his Honour's weight;
This man of straw the regal purple bound.
But dullness, deepest dullness, hovered round.
Next Graves, who wields the trident of the brine.
The tall aroh-captain of the embattled line.
All gloomy sate - mumbling of flame and fire.
Balls, cannon, ships, and all their damned attire;
Well pleased to live in never-ending hum.
But empty as the interior of his drum.

95# Ibid ., vol. II, pp. 3-6.

96. Ibid., pp. 9-18.
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Hard by, Burgoyne aseumes an ample space»
And seems to meditate with studious face.
As if again he wished our world to see
Long, dull, dry letters, writ to General Lee -

Huge scrawls of words through endless circuits drawn
Unmeaning as the errand he's upon. -
Is he to conquer - he suhdue our land? -
This buckram hero, with his lady's hand?
By Cesars to be vanquished is a curse.
But by a scribbling fop - by heaven, is worse I

Howe, vexed to see his starving army's doom.
In prayer, besought the skies for elbow room -

Small was his stock, and theirs, of heavenly grace.
Yet just enough to ask a larger place." 97

It was Burgoyne who really coined the phrase about elbow

room» The generals begin planning new campaigns, but get

to talking of food and plan to steal some cattle and swine

from the near by island again, A final jibe is made at

Gage when he goes to sleep and dissolves the meeting

practically in his sleep* Gage was constantly a source of

ridicule in both England and America due to his inertness
98

and procrastination*

An American camp was in striking contrast to

the pompous British headquarters. "The Yankee's Return

from Camp" gives a good introduction to the life of the

American soldiers behind the lines* At first reading,

these verses may seem too derisive for an American to have

written. But Mr* Somneck, ^o made an extensive study of

several of our national songs, assured us in his report on

97* Ibid., vol. I, pp* 164-166*

98. Ibid*, p* 166*
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''Yankee Doodle" that they are genuine American verse s»

Part of the report is ae follows:

"The text is so full of American provincialisms,
slang expressions of the time, allusions to American
habits, customs, that no Englishman could have
penned these verses. . • . To be a British satire
on the unmilitary appearance of provincial
American troops • » • the verses would have to be
derisively satirical, which they are not. They
breathe good-natured humor and they deal not at
all with the uncouth appearance of American soldiery,
but with the experience of a Yankee greenhorn in
matters military who went down to a military camp
and upon his return narrates in his own naive style
the impressions made on him by all the sights of
military pomp and circumstance," 99

The poem must be quoted to show its spirit*

"Father and I went down to camp.
Along with Captain Gooding,
And there we see the men and boys.
As thick as hasty pudding,

( Chorus

)

Yankee Doodle, keep it up,
Yankee Doodle, dandy.
Mind the music and the step.
And with the girls be handy,

' AT1(^ there we see a "thousand men.
As rich as 'Squire David;
And wftiat they wasted every day
I wish it could be saved.

The * lasses they eat every day
Would keep an house a winter;
They have as much that, I'll be bound
They eat it #ien they're a mind to.

And there we see a swamping gun.
Large as a log of maple.
Upon a duced little cart,
A load for father's cattle.

99 » J, H. Hov/ard, Our American Music , Hew York, 1930,

p. 183,
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And every time they shoot it off.
It takes a horn of powder.
And makes a noise like father's gun.
Only a nation louder,

I went as nigh to one myself.
As Siah's underpinning;
And father went as nigh again,
I thought the duce was in him.

Cousin Simon grew so bold,
I thought he would have cocked it;
It scared me so, I shrinked it off.
And hung by father's pocket.

And Captain Davis has a gun.
He kind of clapt his hand on't.
And stuck a crooked stabbing iron
Upon the little end on't*

And there I see a pumpkin shell
As big as mother's bason;
And every time they touched it off.
They scampered like the nation.

I see a little barrel too.
The heads were made of leather.
They knocked upon 't with little clubs
And called the folks together.

And there was Captain Washington,
And gentlefolks about him.
They say he's grown so tarnal proud
He will not ride without 'em»

He got him on his meeting clothes.
Upon a slapping stallion.
He set the world along in rown.
In hundreds and in millions.

The flaming ribbons in his hat.
They looked so tearing fine ah,
I wanted pockily to get.
To give to my Jemimah.

I see another snarl of men,
A digging graves, they told me.
So tarnal long, so tarnal deep.
They 'tended they efaould hold me.
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It scared me so I hooked it off

»

ITor stopped as I remember.
Nor turned about 'till I got home
Lock'd up in mother's chamber*" 100

"Yankee Doodle" has become a tradition of our national

life. It has stood the test of time as no other

Revolutionary song has. Its origin r ens ins hidden in

spite of much searching. Naturally, numerous legends have

arisen* The term Yankee has been traced from several

sources. Some say it is an Indian corruption of En^ish

or Anglois; some call it an Indian word Yanokee, meaning

silent man. The wccrd Yankee in 1713 meant a superlative

of excellence, such as a Yankee horse; another possibility

is that Yankee is a corruption of Yorkshire. The origin

of Doodle is also dubious » alUiough there are not quite so

many possibilities. It was used in English literature as

far back as 1629 in "The Lover's Melancholy" v4ien one of

the characters says, "Vanish, doodles, vanishl" It may

have been a corruption of "dolittle" and thus have meant

a simpleton or a silly. Others say it was derived from

tootle, or tooting into German flutes, a popular occupation

of eighteenth century gentlemen. This would indicate that

"Yankee Doodle" may have been a purely instrumental air

at first, and later many different sets of words were added

to it. This seems likely, as the early printed versions

had no words. At any rate, the terms Yankee and Doodle

100. Ibid., p. 123*
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were very derogatory as used by the British general

hurled 'Yankee* at the Americans mth the utmost con-

tempt at the scene of the Boston massacre*

There are even more theories concerning the

origin of the tune. Some say it went back to the time of

Charles I and Gormwell, but 1his was probably not our

"Yankee Doodle*** Some say the air was in the song

beginning:

"Lucy Locket lost her lockeJ>»
Kitty Fisher found it^"

but this seems to an early nineteenth century use of the

tune, rather than its origin* It could not have been

composed during the Revolution for it is one of the tunes

mentioned in Andrew Barton's "The Disappointment", in

1767* Although there are these contemporary references^

in 1767, the first known appearance in print was in 178E,

^en it appeared in James Aird' s "Selection of Scotch,

English, Irish and Foreign Airs, for the fife, violin
101

or German flute", published in Glasgow*

One fact in the history of "Yankee Doodle"

cannot be disputed* It was first used by the British to

taunt the Americans and was then adopted by the Americans

as their own song* The British troops used to like to

gather in front of the New England diurches and sing

"Yankee Doodle " while the congregation inside were intoning

their psalms. "Yantee Doodle" k^t the British soldiers

101. Ibid*, pp* 118-119.
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in step when lord Percy's troops marched out of

Boston on an April night in 1775» bound for Lexington

to aid in the capture of John Hancock and Samuel Adams*

The colonists' routing the British troops at Concord

gave them a pretext for appropriating the song as their
102

own, and since then it has been America's property alone."

When Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown, and the British

bans played "The World Turned Upside Pown''^ the American

band replied with "Yankee Poodle" *

Probably Yankee and Poodle were not put

together as one term until considerably after 1770 in

England, althou^ it was used in America as early as 1767#

The verse best known today:

"Yankee Poodle came to town
Riding on a pony.
Stuck a feather in his cap
And called it Macaroni."

may have been written in 1764, Then in 1775, \nfcen John

Hancock was the pet aversion of the British, this verse

appeared:

"Yankee Poodle came to town
For to buy a firelock;
We will tar and feather him
And so we will 3ohn Hancock," 103

The British did not completely give up the song

after lexington and Concord, but they had to make new words

to take the place of the old ones appropriated by the

102. Ibid., p. 121.

103. Ibid., p. 122.
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Yankees. There is a humorous one» "Yankee Doodle's

Expedition to Rhode Island*** commemorating the attempt

made upon Rhode Island, by the combined forces of Count

D'£staing» with the French fleet, and General Sullivan

in command of the American forces, during August, 1778»

This contains the lines:

^So Yankee Doodle did fortet
The sound of British drum, sir.
How oft it made him quake and sweat.
In spite of Yankee rum, sir.

He took his wallet on his back.
His rifle on his Moulder,
And veow'd Rhode Island to attack.
Before he was much older.

In dread array their tatter 'd crew.
Advanced with colors spread, sir.
Their fifes played Yankee doodle, doo,
ICing Hancock at their head, sir." 104»

There are other mentions of the band playing

"Yankee Doodle", such as in Trumbull's "" Vision of

Judgment", describing the Burgoyne Expedition. He has

just described how the new recruits have defeated the

veterans:

"While ev*ry rebel fife in play
To yankey-doodle tun»d its lay*
And like the music of the spheres.
Mellifluous sooth'd their vanquished ears." 105

After Bargoya« had surrendered, the prisoners

started under guard across the country to Cambridge,

Massachusetts, to the tune of "Yankee Doodle", which they
106

had heard sung derisively so often in the British camp.

104* Moore, 0£_. cit. . pp. 231-23E.

105. Stone, op_, cit », p. 20.

106» Ibid., p. 20»
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Another mention is in "To the Relics of

My British Grenadier", by E. W, B. Canning:

•*! guess for many an hour we'd join
In talk about Sir John Burgoyne,
And the "whole boodle,"
Who 'gan their game of brag in June,
But on one bright October noon
Laid pride and arms down to the tune
Of "Yankee Doodle." 107

And so we find many versions and mentions of this popular

song. The directions to one, "The Lexington March",

are particularly interesting: "The words to be sung

throu' the nose, and in the West Country drawl and
108

dislect." But whatever the real origin of the tune

or the version of the words, the description contained

in one of the stanzas is admirably descriptive:

"It suits for feasts, it suite for fun;
And just as well for fighting." 109

The women as well as well as the men did their

part in the war, but did not receive as much reward in

songs celebrating their patriotic spirit, freeman's

Journal, in 1775, published an article on this subject:

•'On the depature of the able-bodied men in
the service of their country, the patriotic
young women, to prevent the evil that would
follow the neglect of putting in the crop,
joined the ploughs and prepared the fallows
for the seed; and now, their fathers, brothers,
and lovers, being detained, in the support of
these States, have determined to plant the
seed themselves." 110

107. Ibid., p. 77.

108. Howard, 0£. cit., p. 122.
109. Ibid., p. 1E3.

110. Moore, o£. cit .. p. 114.
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The spirit of the women was not entirely disregarded

by the song writers, "Collinet and Phebe", printed

in the Pennsylvania Magazine , in 1776, was occasionally

reprinted in the newspapers as the war progressed. It

describes Collinet* s making love to Phebe, in a pastoral

setting, and Phebe*s reaction:

"A blush o'erspread her cheek with red.
Which half she turn*d aside;
With pleasing woes, her bosom rose.
And thus the maid replied -

Dear gentle youth, I know thy truth.
And all thy arts to please;
But ahi is this a time for bliss.
Or themes as soft as these?

While all around, we hear no sound.
But war's terrific strainsl
The drum commands our arming bands.
And chides each tardy swain.

Our country's call, arouses all.
Who dare be brave and free I

My love shall crown the youth alone,
Y/ho saves himself and me.*^ Ill

This had the desired effect and the youth went to war.

"The Old Man's Song** is a toast to the

patriotism of women:

"Boy, fill me a bumper I as long as I live.
The patriot fair for my toast must I give;
Here's health to the sex of every degree.
Where sweetness and beauty with firmness agree.

Of Greeks and of Romans enough has been said.
To Codrus and Brutus full tribute been paid;
O'er musty old heroes no longer I'll dream.
Living beauty and virtue enliven my theme,** US.

111. Ibid., pp. 113-114.

118. Ibid., p. 807.
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The constancy and devotion of the women to

the cause of liberty was reported in Europe. Their

spirit and firmness was the subject of many lyrics in

both this country and the old world. One of the best

tributes was paid to their courage by Burke:

"If they had not been rebels » I could have
been lavish in praising women, who, reduced
by the ruin of civil discord to the most
horrid situations of distress and poverty,
had generosity and public spirit to strip the
blankets, in the freezing season, from them-
selves and their infants, to send to the camp»
and preserve that army which had gone out to
fi^t for their liberty." 113

A common soldier wrote a sentimental tribute

in his diary during the war:

"God bless our gentle mothers, dear.
Who cheer us on our way

I

God bless our loving sisters, dear.
Who with them at home stay.

We'll fight for them, and die for them.
To keep them from Tory.
We'll raise our hearts in prayer for them.
Wherever we may be." 114

The most flowery poem addressed to the women

is called, simply enou^, "Our Women". It was written

to the women of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, who sub-

scribed generously to the suffering soldiers. The author

is unknown.

"Accept the tribute of our warmest praise
The soldier's blessing and the patriot's baysl
For fame's first plaudit we no more contest
Constrain' d to own it decks the female breast.

113. Ibid., p. 206.

114. Ibid., p. 208.
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•^Por lol these sons her glorious work renew,
Cheed'd by such gifts, and smiles, and pray'rs

from youi
More precious treasure in the soldier's eye
Than all the wealth Potosi's mines supply."

The extravagant praise continues throughout the poem and

culminates in a prophecy:

"Then Freedom's ensign thus inscribed shall wave,
"The patriot feraales who their country save;"
Till time's abyss absorb' d in heavenly lays.
Shall flow in your eternity of praise." 115

The woman most singled out for honors in the

poetry was Jane i^icCrea, who did nothing as heroic as

countless unsung women, but was ecalped on her way to

Join her Loyalist lover during the Burgoyne Campaign.

She was made a martyr to the cause by many poets of the

day and of succeeding generations. Case joins the roster

of pcets writing on Jane with his "The Tragical Death of

Miss Jane McCrea, who was scalped and inhumanly butchered

by a scouting party of Burgoyne' s army on his way toward

Albany", He describes the gory details of the death by

"Some British troops, combined with Indian bands.
With swords, with knives and tom'hawks in their hands." 116

Another poem referring to Jane was by Joel

Barlow. The characters in this poem have the same experiences

as Jane and her lover, David Jones, but they bear the
117

names of lucinda and Heartley.

115» Ibid ., pp. 296-298.

116. Stone, 0£. cit. , pp. 201-203.

117. Ibid., pp. 203-205.
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Thus we see in these poems that, although the feminist

movement had not yet come into vogue » the women were

doing their part in a praiseworthy way even then.

In spite of the seriousness of war and the

sacrifices required on the part of both men and women,

there are always hiunorous incidents and wits to write

about them,

"Francis Hoplcinson, the author of the famous

ballad, "The Battle of the Kegs", was one of the prime

wite of the Revolution, and may be ranked alongside of

Trumbull for his efficiency in the cause. The genius of

the two men may be readily distinguished. They had wit and

humor in different combinations. The author of "M'Fingal"

had more of the former, Hoplcinson a larger proportion of

that gentle quality which plays around the heart. One had

the advantage in verse, the other in prose. The works of

both remain eminent ornaments of the literature of their
118

country. We have had nothing better in their way since."

Hopkinson gives the origin of "The Battle of the Kegs"

in his preface:

"This ballad was occasioned by a real incident.
Certain machines, in the form of kegs, charged
with gunpowder, were sent down the river to annoy
the British shipping at Philadelphia. The danger
of these machines being discovered, the British
manned the wharfs and shipping, and discharged their
small arms and cannons at every thing they saw
floating in the river during the ebb tide." 119

118. Duyckinck, 0£, eit. . vol. i, p. 219*

119, Ibid., p. 2E8.
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The poem tells how at daybreak a sailor and a soldier

see a score of kegs or more come floating down the tide.

They think that -Qie kegs contain rebels come to attack

them. The confusion caused among the British is graphically

described:

"The soldier flew, the sailor too,
And scar'd almost to death, sir.
Wore out their shoes, to spread the news.
And ran till out of breath, sir.

Now up and down throughout the town.
Most frantic scenes were acted;
And some ran here, and others there.
Like men almost distracted.

Some fire cry'd, which some denied.
But said the earth had quaked;
And girls and boys, with hideous noise.
Ran thro' the streets half naked.

Sir Willian he, snug as a flee.
Lay all this time a snoring,
Hor dreamed of harm as he lay warm.
In bed with Mrs. L g.

Now in a fright, he starts upright,
Awak'd by such a clatter;
He mbs both eyes, and boldly cries,
"For God's sake, what's the matter?"

At his bed-side he then espy'd.
Sir Erskine at command, sir.
Upon one foot, he had one boot.
And th' other in his hand, sir,

"Arise, arise," Sir Erskine cries,
"The rebels - more's the pity.
Without a boat are all afloat.
And rang'd before the city.

"The motly crew, in vessels new.
With Satan for their guide, sir,
Pack'd up in bags, or wooden kegs,
come driving down the tide, sir,

"Therefore prepare for bloody war.
These kegs must all be routed.
Or surely we despised shall be.
And British courage doubted."
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The royal band, now ready stand
All rang'd in dread array, sir.
With stomachs stout to see it out.
And make a bloody day, sir.

The cannons roar from shore to shore

»

The small arms make a rattle;
Since wars began, I'm sure no man.
E'er saw so strange a battle.

Prom morn to night these men of might
Display' d amazing courage;
And when the sun was fairly down,
Retir'd to sup their porrage.

An hundred men, with each a pen.
Or more upon my word, sir.
It is most true would be too few.
Their valor to record, sir.

Such feats they did perform that day.
Against these wick'd kegs, sir.
That years to come, if they get home.
They'll make their boasts and brags, sir," 180,

This incident, naturally, afforded the Americans a good

laugh at the expense of their enemies, and the song soon

became popular in Washington's army. It is mentioned by

Surgeon Thacher as follows:

"Our drums and fifes afforded us a favorite
music till evening, when we were delighted
with the song composed by Mr. Hopkinson,
•The Battle of the Kegs," sung in the best
style by a number of gentlemen." 121

Another amusing story is in connection with

General Prescott's capture. Prescott was commanding officer

of the British troops in Newport. Due to his tyrannous

120. Moore, op . cit . , pp. 211->214»

121, Ibid. , pp. 209-210,
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acts, he had become very unpopular* Lieutenant Colonel

Barton, of the American militia at Providence, crossed

Narragansett Bay one night in July, 1777, to Prescott^s

headquarters, gagged the sentinal, got Prescott out of

bed, and, without giving him time to dress, carried him

back to Providence, where he was kept a prisoner until in

April, when he was exchanged for General Charles Lee.

When Prescott retired to Rhode Island his men had a

celebration on the admiral *s ship* There were many men

and boys prisoners on this ship, and one of these boys

was heard singing during the banquet. His voice was so

pleasing that the admiral asked him up after dinner to

sing for the company* The boy was rather frightened by

the fine uniforms with their gold lace and epaulets, and

said on being asked to sing, "I can't sing any songs but

Yankee songs." General Prescott sopke in his usual

haughty, imperious manner, "You d ^d young rebel, give us

a song or I'll give you a dozen." The admiral was better

natured and offered the lad his liberty the next day if

lie would sing any socng he hapi)ened to remember. Much to

the amusement of the company, the boy obliged with a

doggerel describing Prescott' s capture, written by a sailor

of Uewport. The song tells the stom in strai ^t-forward

fashion. These first verses are typical:

"Twas on a dark and stormy night.
The wind and waves did roar.
Bold Barton then, with twenty men.
Went down upon the shore.
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And in a whale-boat they set off
To Rhode Island fair.
To catch a red-coat general
Who then resided there.** 1S£

The company was convulsed with laughter. Even Preecott

saw the funny side of it and gave a guinea. The boy was

set firee the next morning. There are many versions of the

song which remained popular for years,

"An Affair of Honor** is a humorous ballad deal-

ing with a duel* It was written at Charleston, South

Carolina, a short time after the event it commemorates,

and was published as "an authentic account of the affair of

honor between General Robert Howe and Lieutenant-Governor

Christopher Gadsden." Gadsden had criticised Howe for his

unsuccessful expedition against Florida and Savannah, Howe

took this taunt as a stain upon his honour. As usual, in

those times, the only way to remove such a stain was to

challenge one's opponent to a duel. So a duel was arranged,

although neither man was anxious to fight. These verses

show the absurd superficiality of the practice of dueling,

soon to "be abolished by the tragic death of Alexander

Hamilton:

"And then tiiey both together made
An honest declaration.
That they came here, by honor led.
But not by inclination.

That if they fought *twas not because
Of rancor, spite or passion.
But only to obey the laws
Of custom and the fashion,

12S» Duyckinck, op , cit ., p, 468,
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The pistols then,before their eyes.
Were fairly prim*d and loadedl
H. wished, and so did G, likewise.
The custom was exploded*

But as they now had gone so far
In such a bloody business.
For action strai^t they both prepare
With - mutual forgiveness,"

They take their places and prepare to fire:

"Quoth H. to G. - "Sir, please to fire!
Quoth G. - "No, pray begin, sir;"
And truly one must needs admire
The temper they were in, sir,

"We'll fire both at once," said he.
And so they both presented;
No answer was returned by G,,
But silence, sir, consented.

They paus*d awhile, these gallant foes.
By turns politely grinning.
Till after many eons and pros,
H, made a brisk beginning.

He missed his mark, but not his aim.
The shot was well directed;
It sav^d them both from hurt and shame.
What more could be expected?

Then G, to show he meant no harm.
But hated Jars and jangles.
His pistol fired across his arm.
From H. almost at angles

•

Such honor did they both display.
They highly were commended;
And thus in short, this gallant fray
Without mischance was ended," 1£&

183, Moore, op. cit , , pp. £26-230,
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THE COFCLUSIOM

In reviewing the political poetry of the

American Revolutionary period, one should consider two

things: first, to what extent the poetry aroused the

people to action; and second, to what extent it reproduced

the spirit of the times in which it was written. It is

impossible to determine either with accuracy, but we can

note general trends*

Daniel O'Connell said: "Let me write the songs
1

of a nation and I care not who makes its laws." This

would indicate that popular songs have a definite effect

in moulding public opinion. But it was impossible for

the Revolutionary songs to reach the great number of

people then that they would reach in this day of the radio

and mass production of sheet music. Then popular magazines

were unheard of and newspapers were infrequent. Many of

the people were poorly educated and even illiterate. And

yet the verses must have had some effect, because the

editor of the Pennsylvania Ledger , in 1779, said: "These

scuzTilous verses are calculated to do more harm to our

king and country than would the defeat of half our army.

It is only another instance of the base, perfidious means

made use of by the quiet leaders in the present rebellion,

to subvert law, and the rights of the ministry. Such

moderate writers ought to have a cord for their moderation."

1» Will Durant, "The Story of Philosophy ". New York, 19E6,
p. 3£.

E, Moore, op . cit . , p. 280.
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These poems did not have the vogue of Tom Paine'

8

*^Cominon Sense'^ and "The American Crisis", which we know

had a great effect in stirring up the revolutionary spirit

encouraging the soldiers, but we may suppose that the

poems, though they had less effect, were far from being

ignored. And we do know that the acts urged by the patriot

poets, for the most part, took place.

It is possible to make even a better guess as

to the faithfulness with which these poems reproduced the

spirit of the times, for we can compare then to other

descriptions of that period. But in order fully to under-

stand these times we would need to make use of some magic

power that would transform un into contemporaries of

Washington. The appeals to anns and liberty songs seem

to represent the popular opinion of the men on the street.

One would not study them for a scholarly analysis of a

historical situation, but they show iftiat the average citizen

believed he was fighting for, and this is really the

important point, for it is the average citizen, not the

political leaders and diplomats, who do the fighting.

Verses were expecially important when the

government could not enforce its pleas for soldiers and

had to depend largely on volunteers.

In general, the poetry of the war period

revealed the spirit of the times in an illuminating way.

The songs are more valuable for their description of the

boastful and disdainful attitude of the patroit poets
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toward certain victories and leading personalities of the

day than as stirring accounts of battles* Their vivid-

ness of effect is somewhat diminished by the sing-song

rhythm which makes the poems seem more trivial and less

serious than they were probably meant to be. Many of the

poems also give an interesting insight into the life of

Revolutionary times, showing in some detail the ideals and

customs of our forefathers. It was natural that the

patriots did not commemorate their failures and dis-

couragements in verse. For this side of the picture, we

would have to go deeper into the poetry of the Loyalists

than is possible here, for these poets liked to elaborate

upon the shortcomings of their opponets. But neither was

the Loyalist treatment adquqate, being as biased as the

patriot poetry. It is only with these points in mind that

we can judge the poetry.

We must also consider the military poems as

reflecting the spirit of the soldiers rather than as

analytic battle reports. Just as in the World War our

American soldiers were pictured as always singing gay

songs as they marched along as if going to a picnic, so the

Revolutionary soldiers sang songs that had a light touch

entirely out of keeping with the hardships of war,

C. A. Browne has ascribed this discrepance to this fact:

"Killing is so abhorrent to the normal, wholesome men who

risk their lives for the sake of all those things that
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Civilization implies that they are only too glad to divert

their minds from their grim task whenever opportunity
3

permits." It is a pity that we do not know the music to

the songs» "Yankee Doodle, althouth inferior in literary

merit to many of its eonteng)oraries, is the only song

which had lived, due to its universally loved tune. A good

tune applied to words which, when read aloud seem silly or

flat, can make a really stirring song, "Marching Through

Georgia", that grand old marching song of the Cival War,

has words that sound inane if you can dissociate them from

the tune. In looking for accurate representation of

historic facts, we should consider the songs of the

Revolutionary soldiers as seriously as we do "Over There"

and "Hinky Dinky ParlezVous" with its coarse, but pointed

description of the life of our doughboys behind the lines

in France.

On the whole, the poetry of the confederation

period was monotonous and lacking in vividness. Perhaps

the people were too busy building up their country to spend

much time on poetry. But the poetry that was written gave

little idea of the thrill of constructive achievement that

the colonists must have felt at the grand adventure of

putting a new country on its feet. The poems describing

the "rising glory of America" somehow seem to lack depth of

3» C, A. Browne, The Story of Our National Ballads .

New York, 1931, p. E91.
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sincerity. The satires were more vivid and effective in

their appeal*

The chief literary merit of all of these poems

is that they showed the awakening of a new national

consciousness. This patriotism induced the poets to break

away, in part, from imitation of the classical English

style, with its heroic couplet and balanced restraint,

but poetic independence still fell far behind religious

and civil independence* The poems show a freshness and

spontaneity, combined with unbounded enthusiasm for their

cause, which gives them a certain charm, that of naivete,

in contrast to the disinterested spirit of much of our

later writings.

Only rarely does the poetry have true artistic

beauty, much of it being doggerel. How incomparably more

truly poetic were the political orations and documents of

the agei But in some of the works, for instance in

Philip Freneau's, in his better moments, there is definitely

good poetry.

The poetry is pale in comparison with the

actions of the period, but, nevertheless, its historical

significance makes it worth consideration.
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